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A. Character Creation Overview: 

 

1. Roll Attributes. 

2. Choose a Genotype. 

3. Choose a Character Class.   

4. Choose a Background. 

5. Roll for Mutations (if any). 

6. Assign Skill Points. 

7. Choose a starting Feat(s). 

8. Miscellaneous. 

 

 

B. Abbreviations & Definitions: 

 

Str Physical Strength Attribute improves Melee Attack, Damage 

Dex Dexterity Attribute improves Ranged Attack, Armour Class, Initiative, Reflexes 

Con Constitution Attribute improves Health, Hit Points 

Int Intelligence Attribute granting Bonus Skill Points 

MS Mental Strength Attribute improves Mental Attack, Mental Defence 

Cha Charisma Attribute (Skills/Talents) 

 

AC Armour Class DC Base 10 + DEX modifier + Armour bonus + Class bonus 

HP Hit Points Represents the physical condition of a creature 

H Health 1d20 roll + class bonus + CON modifier (Saving Throw) 

MD Mental Defence 1d20 roll + class bonus + MS modifier (Saving Throw) 

Ref Reflexes 1d20 roll + class bonus + DEX modifier (Saving Throw) 

Init Initiative 1d20 roll + DEX modifier 

RR Robot Recognition Max 20 (Chance for a Robot to recognise “humans”) 

 

BA Base Attack bonus Main attack bonus vs AC. 

Attack Melee Attack 1d20 roll + BA + STR mod 

 Ranged Attack 1d20 roll + BA + DEX mod 

 Mental Attack 1d20 roll + BA + MS modifier + MPS mod 

 

MPS Mutation Power Score  Attribute that measures the strength of a mutation power 

DR Damage Reduction Amount of damage subtracted from physical attacks. 

ER Energy Resistance Amount of energy damage ignored 

 

DC Difficulty Class Target number to be rolled on 1d20 + modifiers 
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1. Attributes: 

Each Player roll 4d6 six times. In each case, the lowest dice is ignored and the other three are totalled. Once during this 

process, the player may re-roll the low dice. Scores are assigned to attributes as the player chooses, before any 

modifications for Genotype. These six scores are the character’s basic attributes and are used to decide a wide variety of 

details and statistics. Some class selections require you to have better than average scores for certain abilities. 

 

STR Physical Strength DEX Dexterity CON Constitution   

MS Mental Strength  INT Intelligence CHA Charisma   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Genotype 

Choose one Genotype (Race) from the five base types - Pure Strain Human, Altered Human, New Animal, Green Folk or 

Live Metal. Each Genotype has different bonuses or penalties. Mutants begin with mutations and may gain more. Each 

character modifies their Attributes accordingly and notes other bonuses or penalties that the Genotype specifies.  

 

A. Pure Strain Humans 

  Pure Strain Humans are believed to be descended from individuals or communities that survived the cataclysm through 

technology or physical isolation. Rarely having physical defects, they have not been affected by mutation from exposure 

to radiation or mutagens. They have a high resistance to disease, poison and radiation. Much of the ethnic diversity of the 

past world has been lost. They tend to have pale skin tones but great variety in hair and eye colour. Pure Strain Humans 

cannot gain mutations from radiation exposure. They may gain mental mutations from Classes, Feats or unusual events. 

They have the best chance to be acknowledged by Robots and computers of all the Player Genotypes, and some high level 

artefacts can only be used by PSH. They begin the game with a random Pre-War artefact that they may not know how to 

use. 

 

Racial Traits: 

Attribute bonuses: +2 Constitution, +2 Intelligence, +2 Charisma 

Skill bonuses: +2 racial bonus to Decipher Script and Examine Artefact 

Decipher Script and Examine Artefact are Class Skills. 

+3 racial bonus on Health 

Medium size 

Base land speed is 30 feet 

1 extra feat at 1
st
 level 

1 extra skill point at each level  

Base 20 Robot Recognition 

Attribute 
Score 

Modifier 

0-1 -5 

2-3 -4 

4-5 -3 

6-7 -2 

8-9 -1 

10-11 0 

12-13 +1 

14-15 +2 

16-17 +3 

18-19 +4 

20-21 +5 

22-23 +6 

24-25 +7 

Char Level XP 
Max Skill 

Ranks 
Feats 

Attribute 
Increase 

1 0 1 1st - 

2 1,000 2 - - 

3 3,000 3 2nd - 

4 6,000 4 - 1st 

5 10,000 5 3rd - 

6 15,000 6 - - 

7 21,000 7 4th - 

8 28,000 8 - 2nd 

9 36,000 9 5th - 

10 45,000 10 - - 

11 55,000 11 6th - 

12 66,000 12 - 3rd 

13 78,000 13 7th - 

14 91,000 14 - - 

15 105,000 15 8th - 

16 120,000 16 - 4th 

17 136,000 17 9th - 

18 153,000 18 - - 

19 171,000 19 10th - 

20 190,000 20 - 5th 
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B. Altered Humans (Mutated humans) 

  The Altered Humans are direct descendants of humans affected by radiation, or who were genetically enhanced. They 

are now the dominant race, carrying extraordinary mutations that are rarely defective. No two are the same, though some 

pass on one or more mutations to their children. They tend to have great variety in skin tone, hair and eye colour. They 

have no restrictions as to armour, weapons and equipment they can use, unless physical mutations impose any. The more 

mutations they have, the less likely they are to be accepted as human by Robots and AI, and to be able to use high tech 

artefacts. Altered Humans begin with 6 mutation points.  

 

Racial Traits: 

Attribute bonuses: None 

Skill bonuses: +1 racial bonus to Decipher Script 

Medium size 

Base land speed is 30 feet 

Base 16 Robot Recognition 

 

 

C. New Animals (Mutated animals) 
  Countless new animals have appeared on Gamma Terra since the Time of Terror. Many animals common to the age of 

the ancients have mutated into sentient creatures, blessed and cursed with extraordinary mutations. Some have become 

new, stable species – others carry the basic genes of their animal ancestors but may not pass on their genetic traits. New 

Animals are usually much larger, intelligent versions of their original animal stock, walking on all fours. Players should 

choose one of the base animal classes and if they wish a specific example or decide on their own description or 

appearance. Generally, they cannot use weapons and other equipment without taking humanoid traits, and armour costs 

them double the usual price. They begin with the MP value given in the table below. They gain +1 Mutation Point if they 

choose only one humanoid trait and +2 if none.  

 

A mutated animal may choose any of the following Humanoid Traits:  

1. Vocal - The character is able to speak Common. Their voice is clearly not human. Without this, players must use 

noises and/or actions to attempt to communicate to other players. 

2. Manipulation - The character has at least one pair of arms ending in “hands” that can hold and manipulate fine 

tools, artefacts and equipment without penalty. (Claws grant a natural attack, but not manipulation.) Without this trait, 

characters generally cannot wield weapons. 

3. Bipedal/Tauric – A four-legged animal becomes a bipedal humanoid with two legs and two arms. A six legged 

animal now has an upright humanoid body with two arms – like a centaur. Eight legged animals may choose to have 

either two or four arms. This trait makes it possible to wear standard armour with minor modification. An avian that 

takes bipedal stands on two legs and may have either wings in place of arms, or clawed arms in addition to wings. 

(This gives them neither “Claws” nor “Manipulation”.) 

If any of these traits are gained from mutations or base stock, they do not count as “chosen” traits. 

 

Racial Traits: 

Attribute bonuses: None 

Skill bonuses: +2 racial bonus to Stealth. –2 penalty to Decipher Script 

Medium size  

Base land speed is 30 feet 

Base 8 Robot Recognition (12 if Bipedal, 10 Tauric) 

 

Base Animal Classes: 
 
Class Examples MP Special (Mutation, racial bonus) 

Amphidian Frog, toad, salamander 3 Gills, Swim, +3 Jump 

Aquatic Crab, lobster, octopus (Land adapted) 4 8 legs, Exoskeleton (12) 

Arachnid Scorpion, solifugid, spider 4 +10 speed, Sting or Claw or Bite 

Avian Bird 4 2 legs, Wings (14), +3 Perception 

Canine Coyote, dog, fox, jackal, wolf 4 Bite, +3 Survival 

Equine Donkey, horse, zebra 5 +10 Speed 

Feline Cat, jaguar, leopard, lion, lynx, tiger 3 Claws, Darkvision (10), +3 Stealth 

Insect Ant, bee, beetle, cricket, fly, moth 3 
6 legs, Wings (12), Exoskeleton (10), 
Manipulation 

Marsupial Kangaroo, koala, possum, quoll, wombat 4 Darkvision (10), +3 Climb or Jump 

Musteline 
Badger, ferret, otter, skunk, weasel, 
wolverine 

3 Burrow, Claws, +3 Acrobatics 
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Primate Ape, monkey 4 Manipulation, Climb 

Reptile Alligator, crocodile, lizard, snake, turtle 4 Bite, + 2 NA 

Rodent Beaver, mouse, porcupine, rabbit, rat 4 Burrow, +2 Ref saves 

Ruminant Antelope, cattle, deer, goat, sheep 4 Horns, +2 Mental Defence saves 

Ursine Bear, panda 3 Climb, Claws, +2 Health saves 

 

Gaining Burrow, Climb, or Swim grants that form of movement at 20’ speed. A natural attack does a base 1d6 + Str 

modifier damage if Medium size, 1d4 Small, 1d8 Large. 

 

 

D. Green Folk (Mutated plants) 
Sentient plants are a wondrous new life form. Mobile and sometimes ferocious, they have the ability to think and reason, 

carrying unusual mutations. They are fearsome opponents and valued allies. Generally looking like their plant ancestor, 

they can uproot themselves to move and may have a means of speech or other communication.   

Green folk begin with 4-6 mutation points according to the base plant class chosen. They gain +1 Mutation Point if they 

choose only one humanoid trait and +2 if none. They can never wear armour, and cannot use equipment or weapons 

unless they take or gain manipulation as a trait. They are never recognised by robots as Human, and are unable to use 

many high level artefacts. Live Metal and creatures with minimal intelligence are likely to ignore them, unless they do 

something that draws attention. Green Folk may choose to grow 1” each time they gain a new level, (2” if a tree) with a 

maximum height of 8’ (10’ for trees). If height is increased, then their weight increases by 1d2/1d4 pounds each level. 

Green Folk do not sleep, as members of other genotypes do. Instead they root themselves into soil or water sources for at 

least four hours a day to rest and gain the benefits of a “full night’s rest”.  They make any skill checks at –4 while resting 

and it takes them a full-round action to retract their roots and be able to move. They do not have a sense of smell. They 

can taste through their roots and leaves. They hear and see by sensing movement, vibration, and changes in light around 

them.  

 

A mutated plant may choose any of the following Humanoid Traits:  

1. Vocal. The character is able to speak Common. Their voice is clearly not human. Without this, players must use 

actions to attempt to communicate to other players. 

2. Manipulation. The character has branches, fronds or tendrils that can hold and manipulate fine tools and equipment 

without penalty. 

If any of these traits are gained from mutations they do not count as “chosen” traits. 

 

Racial Traits: 
Attribute bonuses: +2 Constitution 

Skill bonuses: +2 racial bonus to Stealth. –2 penalty to Bluff & Diplomacy vs non-plants, -2 penalty to Decipher Script 

and –4 penalty to Acrobatics. 

Usually Medium size 

Base land speed is 20 feet 

Base 0 Robot Recognition 

 

Base Plant classes: 

 
Bush +1 Dex 5 Mutation points.  +3 Stealth. (Must spend at least 3 points on plant mutations) 
Flowering +1 Cha 6 Mutation points.  (Must spend at least 3 points on mental mutations) 
Fungi +1 MS 5 Mutation points.  +2 Mental Def saves. 
Succulent +1 Con 4 Mutation points.  +2 Health saves, Thorns (12) 
Tree +1 Str 4 Mutation points.  +3 Intimidate, Exoskeleton (12). 
Vine/Climber +1 Dex 4 Mutation points.  +3 Climb, Manipulation. 

 

 

E. Live Metal (Sentient Robots) 
  Originally constructed to perform specific tasks, androids can speak and understand orders. Their original classification 

placed restrictions on the type of equipment and level of security built into them. Many were as intelligent as humans; 

some with very advanced Artificial Intelligence. Over time since the cataclysm, some live metal have “awakened” – 

overcome their programming, had it reset by a freak accident, or been activated after their programming was interrupted. 

They operate by means of absorbing solar radiation and have very efficient storage cells.  

  A live metal Player Character knows nothing or little of the events before they “awakened” and have gone out into a 

world distrustful of robots to make a life for themselves. Each Player must decide if their character lives by a “code” or 

policy of actions. They may have a completely metal body, be a “synthetic” or “android” (a metal core with skin-like 

manufactured surface), but are usually humanoid in shape and appearance, with two arms and two legs. If a standard 

humanoid model, they may wear armour. Otherwise armour can be modified to their shape, or their plating can be 
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changed or reinforced to an equivalent of normal armour but at double the usual cost. A player may choose to have their 

live metal character be of small size instead of medium size. 

Live Metal do not sleep, as members of other genotypes do. They have self-repair systems that require at least four hours 

a day to gain the benefits of a “full night’s rest”. They are semi-aware during this time, making any skill checks at –4. 

They can shut down completely for one hour instead of four hours “rest”, but it takes a full-round action by someone else 

to “awaken” them.  

 

Racial Traits: 

Attribute bonuses: +2 Intelligence, -2 Charisma 

Skill bonuses: +2 racial bonus to Intimidate* and Mental Recall. –4 penalty to Diplomacy* and Swim. 

[*only applies to interaction with non-robots.] 

Immune to bleed, mind-influence, poison, sleep, paralysis, stun and disease. Not immune to criticals. 

Gain Damage Reduction 2/- and a +2 Natural Armour Class bonus. 

Usually Medium size 

Base land speed is 30 feet 

Base 0 Robot Recognition 

 

Live Metal never gains mutations, nor can they take the Esper Character Class. They cannot multi-class or put skill 

ranks into non-class skills, unless they take the “Enhanced Programming” Feat. They cannot be healed by first aid, 

mutation powers or equipment that restores HP, but can regain HP’s through use of the Repair skill. If reduced to 0 HP’s 

or below, they are considered unconscious and helpless, but are stable and not dying. 

 

 

3. Choose a Character Class.   
Each character chooses one of the ten base Classes to be their Primary Class. They gain one level in this Class. As they 

increase in levels they may continue in the same class, or take levels in other classes. A character’s class determines a 

wide variety of statistics used by the character, including hit points, saving throws, and skill ranks. Gaining additional 

levels in a class frequently grants special abilities and additional feats.  

The characters primary class determines what their Primary Skills are. They are also likely to receive a Talent or Class 

Ability granted by that Class. Players may also roll for Hit Points. All characters begin with their Constitution in Hit 

Point’s and gain the maximum hp’s (no dice roll) at 1
st
 Level, as well as adding their CON modifier. 

 

4. Choose a Background. 

Each Character chooses one Background. This reflects the family, culture or society that the individual has grown up in or 

been exposed to. They represent a character’s past. They choose two skills from the list for that background to add to their 

Primary Skills. Once chosen, they cannot be changed.  

 

Adventurer – Climb, Jump, Perception, Ride, Swim.  

Alliance Member – Decipher Script, Diplomacy, Knowledge (History, Politics), Sense Motive. 

Artistic – Appraise, Craft (Art, Writing), Knowledge (Gossip, History). 

Boss – Diplomacy, Intimidate, Knowledge (Business, History, Politics). 

Criminal – Bluff, Disable Device, Escape Artist, Knowledge (Streetwise), Stealth. 

Drifter – Gather Information, Knowledge (Gossip, Streetwise), Navigate, Stealth. 

Entertainer – Acrobatics, Craft (Art), Diplomacy, Knowledge (Gossip), Mental Recall. 

Healer – Craft (Medical), Diplomacy, Heal, Knowledge (History, Science). 

Hunter – Climb, Jump, Perception, Ride, Stealth. 

Labourer – Craft (Mechanical, Structural), Climb, Handle Animal, Repair. 

Military – Climb, Intimidate, Knowledge (Tactics), Stealth, Swim.  

Scavenger – Appraise, Climb, Knowledge (History, Technology), Survival. 

Scholar – Craft (Writing), Decipher Script, Gather Information, Knowledge (History, Technology). 

 

Live Metal Backgrounds: 

Sentient robots have fewer choices due to the strict programming and functions assigned when they are created.  

Civil  Craft (Mechanical, Structural), Diplomacy, Repair. 

Corporate Computer Use, Gather Information, Knowledge (Business, Technology). 

Maintenance Craft (Electronic, Mechanical, Metalworking, Structural), Repair. 

Security Computer Use, Gather Information, Knowledge (Tactics), Stealth. 

Rogue  Acrobatics, Disable Device, Gather Information, Stealth.  
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ENFORCER 
 
An Enforcer is the warrior of the new world. They may be bandits, guards, mercenaries, or soldiers. They are the brawn of 
an adventuring party. They are the best fighters of the Gamma World classes, tough, strong and resistant to the dangers 
of poison, radiation and disease. Their skills and abilities focus on combat. As well as excellent fighters they may also be 
commanders, able to co-ordinate and lead a group. 
 
Hit Dice: d10 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Climb, Craft (metalworking, Structural), Handle Animal, Intimidate, Jump, Knowledge (Streetwise, Tactics), 
Navigate, Profession, Repair, Swim. 
Armour Proficiency: Light, Medium. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – As a Enforcer gains levels, they can choose talents from the following list, as long as they meet any 
prerequisites: Assess Opponent, Coordinate, Extreme Effort, Ignore Hardness, Improved Extreme Effort, Improved Ignore 
Hardness, Improved Melee Smash, Melee Smash, Remain Conscious, Stamina. 
 
Bonus Feats – At 2

nd
 level and every three levels thereafter, an Enforcer gains a bonus feat. These bonus feats can be 

chosen from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: Armour Proficiency (Heavy), Blind-fight, Brawl, 
Cleave, Combat Expertise, Combat Reflexes, Deadly Aim, Deflect Missile, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Point Blank Shot, 
Power Attack, Precise Shot, Quick Draw, Multi-Weapon Fighting, Weapon Finesse, Weapon Focus, Weapon 
Specialisation. 
 
Weapon Training: At every third level the Enforcer can select a group of weapons from the list below. Whenever he 
attacks with a weapon from this group, he gains a +1 bonus on attack rolls. Every three levels thereafter, he may choose 
another group. He gains a +1 bonus on attack rolls with this group, and bonuses granted by previous weapon groups 
increase by one. Weapon Groups: Simple Weapons, Archaic Weapons (Melee), Archaic Weapons (Ranged), Pre-War 
Weapons (Melee), Pre-War Weapons (Ranged), Advanced Weapons (Melee), Advanced Weapons (Ranged). The 
Enforcer must have Tech Familiarity with a weapon group before it can be chosen. 
 
 
 

Level Base Attack Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +1 +2 +0 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +2 +3 +0 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +3 +3 +1 +1 +0 Weapon Training 

4 +4 +4 +1 +1 +1 Talent 

5 +5 +4 +1 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

6 +6/+1 +5 +2 +2 +1 Weapon Training 

7 +7/+2 +5 +2 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +8/+3 +6 +2 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +9/+4 +6 +3 +3 +2 Weapon Training 

10 +10/+5 +7 +3 +3 +3 Talent 

11 +11/+6/+1 +7 +3 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

12 +12/+7/+2 +8 +4 +4 +3 Weapon Training 

13 +13/+8/+3 +8 +4 +4 +4 Talent 

14 +14/+9/+4 +9 +4 +4 +4 Bonus Feat 

15 +15/+10/+5 +9 +5 +5 +4 Weapon Training 

16 +16/+11/+6/+1 +10 +5 +5 +5 Talent 

17 +17/+12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 

18 +18/+13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +6 +5 Weapon Training 

19 +19/+14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +6 +5 Talent 

20 +20/+15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +6 +5 Bonus Feat 
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ESPER 
 
The Esper is a master of mental discipline. Either because of mutation or genetic potential, an Esper develops mental 
powers that allow insight into opponent’s minds, and the means to attack and influence the minds of other creatures. 
While not usually physically strong, nor greatly capable in physical combat, they can look after themselves in other ways. 
 
Hit Dice: d6 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Bluff, Concentration, Decipher Script, Diplomacy, Gather Information, Identify Power, Intimidate, Knowledge 
(all), Mental Recall, Perception, Sense Motive. 
Armour Proficiency: Light.  
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents: As an Esper gains levels, they can choose talents from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Empathy, Improved Aid Another, Improved Telekinesis*, Improved Telepathy*, Intuition, Improved Precognition*, 
Precognition*, Psychic Shield*, Sense Mental Powers*, Telekinesis*, or Telepathy*.  
(*: These talents are treated as mental mutations or powers.) 
 
Bonus Feats – The Esper can choose from the following, as long as they meet any prerequisites: Alertness, Diligent, 
Educated, Focused, Greater Mental Focus, Iron Will, Mental Focus, Mutation Resistance, Persuasive, Psychic Edge, 
Psychic Weapon, Studious, Systems Familiarity, Trustworthy. 
 
Psychic Power – Every third level, the Esper may increase the Mutation Power Score of an existing Mental Mutation by 1 
point. 
 
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +0 +2 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +0 +3 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +1 +1 +3 +1 +0 Psychic Power 

4 +2 +1 +4 +1 +1 Talent 

5 +2 +1 +4 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

6 +3 +2 +5 +2 +1 Psychic Power 

7 +3 +2 +5 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +4 +2 +6 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +4 +3 +6 +3 +2 Psychic Power 

10 +5 +3 +7 +3 +3 Talent 

11 +5 +3 +7 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

12 +6/+1 +4 +8 +4 +3 Psychic Power 

13 +6/+1 +4 +8 +4 +4 Talent 

14 +7/+2 +4 +9 +4 +4 Bonus Feat 

15 +7/+2 +5 +9 +5 +4 Psychic Power 

16 +8/+3 +5 +10 +5 +5 Talent 

17 +8/+3 +5 +10 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 

18 +9/+4 +6 +11 +6 +5 Psychic Power 

19 +9/+4 +6 +11 +6 +5 Talent 

20 +10/+5 +6 +12 +6 +5 Bonus Feat 
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EXAMINER 
 
An Examiner is among the smartest minds of the changed world. They are valued for their insight into the civilisations of 
the past and their ability to decipher the artefacts of the ancients. Technological shamans, they attempt to contact and 
comprehend the wonders of the ancients and harness their power. 
 
Hit Dice: d6 
Skill Points: 6+Int per level 
Class Skills: Appraise, Computer Use, Concentration, Craft, Decipher Script, Disable Device, Examine Artefact, Gather 
Information, Knowledge (History, Science, Technology), Profession, Repair. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Disaster Avoidance: Once per day, the Examiner may re-roll a failed Computer Use, Craft, Disable Device, Examine 
Artefact, or Repair skill check. He must accept the result of the second roll. At 7

th
 level, the Examiner may use the ability 

twice per day. At 15
th
 level, this increases to three times per day. 

Gadget: An Examiner begins with a random piece of Pre-War equipment. The GM will decide if he knows its purpose or 
function. 
 
Talents: As an Examiner gains levels, they can choose talents from the following list, as long as they meet any 
prerequisites: Cool under Pressure, Enhanced Technophile, Exploit Weakness, Linguist, Savant, Skill Emphasis, 
Technophile, Tech Savant. 
 
Bonus Feats – The Examiner gains a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Alertness, Builder, Diligent, Educated, Focused, Gearhead, Investigator, Iron Will, Studious, Self Sufficient, Systems 
Familiarity, Tech familiarity (Advanced), Tech familiarity (Pre-War).  
 
Tech Insight – An Examiner gains a +1 insight bonus on Skill Checks with all of the following skills: Computer Use, 
Examine Artefact, Knowledge (Technology), and Repair. Every three levels, the bonus increases by +1. 
 
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +0 +2 +0 +0 Disaster Avoidance, Gadget 

2 +1 +0 +3 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +1 +1 +3 +1 +0 Tech Insight +1 

4 +2 +1 +4 +1 +1 Talent 

5 +2 +1 +4 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

6 +3 +2 +5 +2 +1 Tech Insight +2 

7 +3 +2 +5 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +4 +2 +6 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +4 +3 +6 +3 +2 Tech Insight +3 

10 +5 +3 +7 +3 +3 Talent 

11 +5 +3 +7 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

12 +6/+1 +4 +8 +4 +3 Tech Insight +4 

13 +6/+1 +4 +8 +4 +4 Talent 

14 +7/+2 +4 +9 +4 +4 Bonus Feat 

15 +7/+2 +5 +9 +5 +4 Tech Insight +5 

16 +8/+3 +5 +10 +5 +5 Talent 

17 +8/+3 +5 +10 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 

18 +9/+4 +6 +11 +5 +5 Tech Insight +6 

19 +9/+4 +6 +11 +5 +5 Talent 

20 +10/+5 +6 +12 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 
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SCOUT 
 
Scouts are the guides, explorers and hunters of the wasteland. More at home in the wilderness than in towns and cities, 
their talents and abilities are primarily stealth and movement. They are quick and agile, skilled and resourceful. They can 
hold their own in a fight, although many prefer ranged combat to melee. They may blaze trails between towns, discover 
resources or sources of technology, or uncover dangers.  
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 6+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Climb, Disable Device, Escape Artist, Gather Information, Jump, Navigate, Perception, 
Profession, Ride, Sense Motive, Stealth, Survival, Swim. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Heightened Senses – A Scout may make a Perception check to notice natural or mechanical traps. They also gain a +1 
bonus on Perception checks. Every four levels this bonus increases by one, ie. +2 at 5

th
, up to +5 at 17

th
 level. 

 
Bonus Feats – The Scout may choose a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites 
Alertness, Dangersense, Deadly Aim, Dodge, Double Tap, Farshot, Foebane, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, 
Manyshot, Mobility, Nimble Moves, Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Quick Reload, Rapid Reload, Rapid Shot, Shot on the 
Run, Survivalist.  
 
Sniper – At third level the Scout gains a circumstance bonus on both attack and damage rolls with all ranged attacks at 
short range. The bonus increases as the Sniper gains levels. At 6

th
 level, the bonus also applies to ranged attacks at 

medium range. 
 
Talents: As a Scout gains levels, they can choose talents from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Assess Opponent, Evasion, Extreme Speed, Nimble Fingers, Fast Hands, Great Speed, Improved Survival Expert, 
Tremendous Speed, Uncanny Dodge. 
 
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +0 +0 +2 +0 Heightened Senses 

2 +1 +0 +0 +3 +1 Bonus Feat 

3 +2 +1 +1 +3 +1 Sniper +1 

4 +3 +1 +1 +4 +1 Talent 

5 +3 +1 +1 +4 +2 Bonus Feat 

6 +4 +2 +2 +5 +2 Sniper +2 

7 +5 +2 +2 +5 +2 Talent 

8 +6/+1 +2 +2 +6 +3 Bonus Feat 

9 +6/+1 +3 +3 +6 +3 Sniper +3 

10 +7/+2 +3 +3 +7 +3 Talent 

11 +8/+3 +3 +3 +7 +4 Bonus Feat 

12 +9/+4 +4 +4 +8 +4 Sniper +4 

13 +9/+4 +4 +4 +8 +4 Talent 

14 +10/+5 +4 +4 +9 +5 Bonus Feat 

15 +11/+6/+1 +5 +5 +9 +5 Sniper +5 

16 +12/+7/+2 +5 +5 +10 +5 Talent 

17 +12/+7/+2 +5 +5 +10 +6 Bonus Feat 

18 +13/+8/+3 +6 +6 +11 +6 Sniper +6 

19 +14/+9/+4 +6 +6 +11 +6 Talent 

20 +15/+10/+5 +6 +6 +12 +6 Bonus Feat 
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STRONG HERO 
 
The Strong Hero demonstrates physical training for overall strength and power. They excel at hand-to-hand and melee 
combat, as well as other activities that best utilizes physical power. They are the labourers and soldiers of the world. 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 2+Int per level 
Class Skills: Climb, Craft (Metalworking, Structural), Handle Animal, Intimidate, Jump, Knowledge (gossip, streetwise, 
tactics), Profession, Repair, Swim. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Strong Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites: Advanced 
Extreme Effort, Advanced Ignore Hardness, Advanced Melee Smash, Extreme Effort, Extreme Strength, Great Strength, 
Ignore Hardness, Improved Extreme Effort, Improved Ignore Hardness, Improved Melee Smash, Melee Smash, 
Tremendous Strength. 
 
Bonus Feats – A Strong Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Animal Affinity, Armour Prof (Medium), Armour Prof (Heavy), Athletic, Blind-Fight, Brawl, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Great 
Cleave, Improved Brawl, Power Attack, Weapon Focus.  
 
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +1 +1 +0 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +2 +2 +0 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +3 +2 +1 +1 +0 Talent 

4 +4 +2 +1 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +5 +3 +1 +1 +1 Talent 

6 +6 +3 +2 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +7 +4 +2 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +8 +4 +2 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +9 +4 +3 +3 +2 Talent 

10 +10 +5 +3 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 
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FAST HERO 
 
A Fast Hero demonstrates training in hand-eye coordination, agility and reflexes. Fast heroes survive the perils of the 
Gamma Age by avoiding them. While many are combat capable, and may be snipers, martial artists or other specialists, 
many avoid trouble rather than starting it. Many thieves are Fast Heroes, as may be those that pursue them. 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Climb, Escape Artist, Knowledge (gossip, streetwise), Jump, Perception, Profession, Ride, 
Stealth. 
Armour Proficiency: Light.  
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Fast Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites:  
Defensive Roll, Evasion, Extreme Speed, Fast Hands, Great Speed, Improved Fast Hands, Improved Uncanny Dodge, 
Nimble Fingers, Opportunist, Tremendous Speed, Uncanny Dodge. 
 
Bonus Feats – A Fast Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Acrobatic, Combat Expertise, Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Double Tap, Focused, Improved Disarm, Mobility, Point Blank 
Shot, Snap Shot, Stealthy, Weapon Finesse.  
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +0 +0 +1 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +0 +0 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

3 +2 +1 +1 +2 +1 Talent 

4 +3 +1 +1 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +3 +1 +1 +3 +2 Talent 

6 +4 +2 +2 +3 +2 Bonus Feat 

7 +5 +2 +2 +4 +2 Talent 

8 +6/+1 +2 +2 +4 +3 Bonus Feat 

9 +6/+1 +3 +3 +4 +3 Talent 

10 +7/+2 +3 +3 +5 +3 Bonus Feat 
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TOUGH HERO 
 
Tough Heroes have improved health and stamina. They can take a lot of punishment, rarely get sick, and can be hard to 
move. Former labourers, bodyguards and wasteland survivalists are often Tough Heroes. 
 
Hit Dice: d10 
Skill Points: 2+Int per level 
Class Skills: Climb, Concentration, Craft (mechanical, metalworking, structural), Handle Animal, Intimidate, Knowledge 
(gossip, streetwise), Profession, Ride, Survival, Swim. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Tough Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites. 
Acid Resistance, Cast Iron Stomach, Cold Resistance, Damage reduction 1/-, Damage reduction 2/-, Damage reduction 
3/-, Eat Anything, Electricity Resistance, Fire Resistance, Remain Conscious, Sonic/Concussion Resistance, Robust, 
Scavenger, Second Wind, Stamina. 
 
Bonus Feats – A Tough Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Armour Prof (medium), Armour Prof (heavy), Athletic, Brawl, Confident, Endurance, Great Health, Improved Brawl, 
Improved Bull Rush, Mutation Resistance, Power Attack, Street Fighting, Toughness.  
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +1 +0 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +2 +0 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +2 +2 +1 +1 +0 Talent 

4 +3 +2 +1 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +3 +3 +1 +1 +1 Talent 

6 +4 +3 +2 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +5 +4 +2 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +6/+1 +4 +2 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +6/+1 +4 +3 +3 +2 Talent 

10 +7/+2 +5 +3 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 
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SMART HERO 
 
Knowledge is power. All societies have their lore keepers and a Smart Hero shows training in academic or technical 
subjects. Learning and reasoning powers combine to apply knowledge to different applications. Smart Heroes may be 
scientists, craftsmen, investigators, or military advisors. 
 
Hit Dice: d6 
Skill Points: 8+Int per level 
Class Skills: Computer Use, Craft (chemical, electronic, mechanical, medical, structural, writing), Decipher Script, 
Disable Device, Examine Artefact, Knowledge (business, history, politics, science, tactics, technology), Mental Recall, 
Navigate, Profession, Repair. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Smart Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites. 
Disaster Avoidance, Enhanced Technophile, Exploit Weakness, Linguist, Plan, Savant, Technophile, Tech Savant, Trick. 
 
Bonus Feats – A Smart Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Builder, Cautious, Educated, Gearhead, Improved Disarm, Improved Trip, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, Studious, 
Systems Familiarity, Tech Familiarity (Pre-War, Advanced).  
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +0 +1 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +0 +2 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +1 +1 +2 +1 +0 Talent 

4 +2 +1 +2 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +2 +1 +3 +1 +1 Talent 

6 +3 +2 +3 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +3 +2 +4 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +4 +2 +4 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +4 +3 +4 +3 +2 Talent 

10 +5 +3 +5 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 
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DEDICATED HERO 
 
The Dedicated Hero demonstrates a focus on willpower, common sense, perception and intuition. They are frequently 
devotees of a particular cause, ideal, community, or philosophy. Among them are shamans, techno-priests, healers, and 
leaders. 
 
Hit Dice: d6 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Craft (Art, medical, writing), Diplomacy, Handle Animal, Heal, Identify Power, Knowledge (politics, science, 
streetwise, tactics), Perception, Profession, Sense Motive, Survival. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Dedicated Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites: Aware, 
Empathy, Faith, Healing Knack, Healing Touch, Improved Aid Another, Improved Healing Touch, Intuition, Righteous 
Action, Skill Emphasis, Unwavering Dedication, Zealot 
 
Bonus Feats – A Dedicated Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any prerequisites: 
Alertness, Blind Fight, Confident, Educated, Focused, Foebane, Heroic Surge, Iron Will, Medical Expert, Mental Focus, 
Track, Weapon Focus.  
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +1 +1 +0 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +2 +2 +0 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +2 +2 +2 +1 +0 Talent 

4 +3 +2 +2 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +3 +3 +3 +1 +1 Talent 

6 +4 +3 +3 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +5 +4 +4 +2 +2 Talent 

8 +6/+1 +4 +4 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +6/+1 +4 +4 +3 +2 Talent 

10 +7/+2 +5 +5 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 
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CHARISMATIC HERO 
 
The Charismatic Hero connects with others, influences actions and knows how to win support through debate, 
compromise or seduction. Where strength of arms and arcane knowledge fail, a rousing speech or whispered secret may 
prevail. They may be political speakers, entertainers, merchants, con-artists and gamblers. 
 
Hit Dice: d6 
Skill Points: 6+Int per level 
Class Skills: Bluff, Craft (art, writing), Diplomacy, Gather Information, Handle Animal, Intimidate, Knowledge (business, 
gossip, politics, science, streetwise), Profession, Sense Motive. 
Armour Proficiency: Light. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Talents – A Charismatic Hero may choose one of the following talents, as long as they meet any prerequisites: Captivate, 
Charm, Coordinate, Dazzle, Fast-talk, Favour, Greater Inspiration, Inspiration, Taunt. 
 
Bonus Feats – A Charismatic Hero may select a bonus feat from the following list, as long as they meet any 
prerequisites: Animal Affinity, Confident, Dodge, Educated, Frightful Presence, Guide, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, 
Persuasive, Point Blank Shot, Systems Familiarity, Trustworthy.  
 
 
 

Level 
Base Attack 

Bonus Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Talents: 

       

1 +0 +1 +0 +1 +0 Talent 

2 +1 +2 +0 +2 +0 Bonus Feat 

3 +1 +2 +1 +2 +0 Talent 

4 +2 +2 +1 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

5 +2 +3 +1 +3 +1 Talent 

6 +3 +3 +2 +3 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +3 +4 +2 +4 +2 Talent 

8 +4 +4 +2 +4 +2 Bonus Feat 

9 +4 +4 +3 +4 +2 Talent 

10 +5 +5 +3 +5 +3 Bonus Feat 
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5. Generating Mutations (if any). 

All characters, that are neither Pure Strain Humans nor Live Metal, begin the game with a certain number of Mutation 

Points. Characters may gain more points during game play, most commonly by exposure to radiation. Mutation points are 

spent by “purchasing” mutations from the mutation lists. A Plant may choose to roll on either the Mental or Plant lists, 

while Altered Humans and New Animals may roll on either the Physical or Mental lists. (If a Pure Strain Human gains 

mutation points, they may only roll on the Mental list.) Each character may not begin play with more than 5 Physical (or 

Plant) mutations or 5 Mental mutations. Players may opt to take up to 2 mutation points worth of Defects in order to gain 

additional mutation points (equal in value to that of the defects). 

To spend mutation points, a player chooses one of the lists and roll d%. If they have enough points to pay for that 

mutation then they must take it. If they do not have enough points, they may roll again. If they roll a mutation they 

already have, they may roll again or add 5 points to that mutations MPS (at a cost of 1 point). If they roll again, and roll 

another mutation they already have – they may choose a mutation. 

Characters are not required to spend all their mutation points, but may only check for “new” mutations each time they 

either advance in character level or receive additional mutation points. When rolling for new mutations in future, they 

generally may not choose which list to roll on – the DM determines randomly what type of mutation will be received. 

 

6. Assign Skill Points. 
Skills represent a wide variety of simple tasks that a character can perform, from climbing a wall to sneaking past a guard. 

Each character receives a number of skill ranks, which can be used to make the character better at using some skills. As a 

character gains levels, he receives additional skill ranks, which can be used to improve existing skills possessed by the 

character or to become proficient in the use of new skills. Some skills can only be used if you have ranks assigned to it. 

Each level, your character gains a number of skill points (or ranks) dependent upon your class plus your Intelligence 

modifier. Investing a point in a skill represents a measure of training in that skill. These points may be divided between 

any of the Skills on your Character Sheet. You can never have more ranks in a skill than your total Character Level. In 

addition, characters gain a +3 bonus to each class from their Primary Class, the first time they assign a rank to those skills. 

One skill rank is added for each skill point placed in a class skill. Pure Strain Humans gain additional skill rank per class 

level.  

 

7. Choose a Feat(s). 
Each character possesses a number of feats, which allow the character to perform some special action or grant some other 

capability that would otherwise not be allowed. Most characters begin 1
st
 level with a single feat, although Pure Strain 

Humans begin play with two. They may choose any feat for which they meet the prerequisites (if any). New feats are 

gained each time a character reaches an odd level. All Players begin with Tech Familiarity (Archaic) as a bonus Feat. 

Every creature in the Gamma World is considered to know how to use Simple items without penalty. 

 

8. Miscellaneous. 
All characters are assumed to be able to understand the “Common” language, although some Animals and Plants may not 

be able to speak it. Domars are the common currency of the Gamma World. PSH start with 4d6 x 10 Domars; Altered 

Humans/New Animals with 3d6 x 10 Domars; Green Folk/Live Metal with 2d6 x 10 Domars. A character can purchase 

any item of equipment, armour or weapons that they are capable of using without penalty. 

 

Most characters are Medium size; between 4’ 6” and 7’ tall. This can vary if the PC is a plant, or because of a mutation. 

Green folk who are large because of a high CON score have a maximum starting height of 8’, and may elect to reduce 

their starting height to 7’ and become medium size. Live Metal have a choice between being small or medium. Small 

Characters apply the following adjustments: +1 AC, +1 Attack, +4 Stealth. (Less than 4’ 6” high.) Large Characters: -1 

AC, -1 Attack, -4 Stealth.  (7’ - 13’ high.) 

 

 Height Weight Age 

PS Human 58 + 2d8” 90 + H x 2d4 lb 15 +2d4 

Altered Human 58 + 2d10” 100 + H x 1d6 lb 13 +2d6 

New Animal 54 + 4d6” 100 + H x 1d4 lb 13 +2d6 

Green Folk (tree) 5*Con + 1d6” 2 x Height + 2d6 lb Special 

Green Folk (other) 3*Con + 1d6” 2 x Height + 4d6 lb Special 

Live Metal 35/60 + 3d6” 100 + d% lb 6d6 

 

“H” indicates the dice roll made for Height.  

A Plants age is based on its size. Roll 1d6 for each 2 full points of Constitution. 
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9. Advancing Characters:  

A character advances in level as soon as he earns enough experience points to do so. The process of advancing a character 

works in much the same way as generating a character, except that your attributes, genotype, and previous choices 

concerning class, skills, and feats cannot be changed. Adding a level generally gives you new abilities, additional skill 

points to spend, more hit points, or an additional feat. 

When adding new levels of an existing class or adding levels of a new class, make sure to take the following steps in 

order. First, select your new class level. Second, apply any attribute increases due to gaining a level. Third, integrate all of 

the level’s class abilities and then roll for additional hit points. Finally, add new skills and feats.  

Instead of gaining the abilities granted by the next level in your character’s current class, you can instead gain the 1
st
 level 

abilities of a secondary class, adding all of those abilities to the existing ones. This is known as “multi-classing.” The total 

levels of a secondary (or tertiary) class may not exceed those of the primary class. (Live Metal may not initially multi-

class.) 

 

All characters gain a Feat at 1
st
 level. In addition to Class skills and bonuses, each Character receives a bonus Feat at 

every odd Character Level and a +1 Attribute Increase every fourth Character Level.  

Each time a Character with Mutations increases in level, they may use one Skill Point to increase the Power Score of a 

single Mutation by 1 point. 

 

 

10.1 SKILLS: 
 

Skill Name Attribute Untrained? ACP? Source 

Acrobatics  Dex Yes Yes PF 

Appraise  Int Yes No PF 

Bluff  Cha Yes No PF 

Climb Str Yes Yes PF 

Computer Use Int No No d20M/GW6 

Concentration Con Yes No EPH 

Craft Int Yes No GW6  

 Art, Chemical, Electronic, Mechanical, Medical, Metalworking, Structural, Writing. (Other) 

Decipher Script Int No No PHB  

Diplomacy Cha Yes No PF 

Disable Device Int No No PF 

Escape Artist Dex Yes Yes PF 

Examine Artefact Int No No New 

Fly Dex Yes Yes PF 

Gather Information Cha Yes No d20M 

Handle Animal Cha No No PF 

Heal MS Yes No PF 

Identify Power  Int No No New 

Intimidate Cha Yes No PF 

Jump Str Yes Yes PF (Acrobatics) 

Knowledge Int No No GW6  

 Business, Gossip, History, Politics, Science, Streetwise, Tactics, Technology. 

Mental Recall Int Yes No New 

Navigate Int Yes No d20M 

Perception MS Yes No PF 

Profession MS Yes No PF 

Repair Int No No d20M 

Ride Dex Yes Yes PF 

Sense Motive MS Yes No PF 

Stealth Dex Yes Yes PF  

Survival MS Yes No PF 

Swim Str Yes No PF 

 
Untrained – Can the skill be used with a skill rank of zero? 

ACP – Does an Armour Check Penalty apply to the skill? 
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10.2 SKILL DESCRIPTIONS: 
 
In each case, more detail on the skill can be found in the appropriate rulebook. 
Getting Skills: At each level, a character gets skill points that are used to buy skills. The character’s class and Intelligence modifier determine the 
number of points received. The maximum rank in a skill is equal to character level.  
Using Skills: To make a skill check, roll: 1d20 + skill modifier (Skill modifier = skill ranks + ability modifier + miscellaneous modifiers) 
Skill Ranks: A character’s ranks in a skill is based on the number of skill points the character has invested in the skill. Some skills can be used even if 
the character has no ranks in the skill; doing this is known as making an untrained skill check. 
Ability Modifier: The ability modifier used in the skill check is the modifier for the skill’s key ability (the ability associated with the skill’s use). The key 
ability of a skill is noted in its description. 
Miscellaneous Modifiers: Miscellaneous modifiers include bonuses provided by feats and class features, and penalties such as the ones associated 
with the non-proficient use of armour, among others. 
 
 
EXAMINE ARTEFACT (Int; Trained Only) 
You are skilled at divining the purpose and functions of technological items. 
Check: The base DC is 5 + Complexity Rating of the item. If successful the character has a general knowledge of how to use the item and can instruct 
others in its use. If the roll is failed, then the character has no idea of function and may consider the item to be broken or useless. If the roll is failed by 5 
points or more, a roll must be made on the Mishap Table. 
Try Again: You can only attempt to ascertain the properties of an individual item once per day. Additional attempts reveal the same results. 
Special: The following circumstance bonuses apply: Following instructions, used or seen a similar item used (+1), user has Tech Familiarity with the 
level of item (+2). These bonuses do not stack with each other. 
Time: The time required is 2 minutes per point of the base DC. If the character elects to double the amount of study time, they are granted an additional 
+3 bonus on the check. They can also choose to take half the required study time with a –6 penalty on the check.  
 
Artefact Mishap table (d10): 
1-2 The artefact obviously breaks or is damaged. (It would require at least a significant repair.) 
3-5 Artefact is assumed useless or broken, possibly because it falls apart. 
6-7 A false function is determined for the artefact.  
8-0 A dangerous event occurs to the character or someone nearby. 
 
 
IDENTIFY POWER (Int; Trained Only) 
Check: The character can make a skill check to determine the types of physical or plant mutations that a visible target has, if any. If the target has no 
mutations, the DC is 10, otherwise the DC is 10 + targets level/HD. If successful, the character can automatically identify any “obvious” mutations (like 
claws, gills, wings, extra limbs) and has a general idea of how they affect the target or what results they may produce. For every 2 points over the DC, 
the character can identify individual mutations that are not obvious. 
Action: Using the skill is a full-round action, although a longer period of study is beneficial. 
Try Again: Yes. 
Special: You get a +4 bonus to the check if your target is within 30 feet. You get a +2 bonus to the check for each round of study beyond the first. You 
can take-20 with this skill if you can freely examine a target, for example, if they are dead or unconscious. 
 
KNOWLEDGE (Int; Trained Only) 
You are educated in a field of study and can answer both simple and complex questions. Like the Craft, Perform, and Profession skills, Knowledge 
actually encompasses a number of different specialties. Below are listed typical fields of study. 
• Business (theory and law) 
• Gossip (current events and popular culture) 
• History (current and final wars) 
• Politics (law and legislation, political and governmental systems, factions and allegiances) 
• Science (biology, botany, geology, medicine, mathematics, chemistry, engineering, mutations)  
• Streetwise (“street” culture of various communities and criminal elements)  
• Tactics (study of battles, leaders, and tactical expertise)  
• Technology (technology of the ancients, pre-war and advanced, live-metal)  
Check: Answering a question within your field of study has a DC of 10 (for really easy questions), 15 (for basic questions), or 20 to 30 (for really tough 
questions). You can use this skill to identify creatures and their special powers or vulnerabilities. In general, the DC of such a check equals 10 + the 
monster’s CR. A successful check allows you to remember a bit of useful information about that creature. For every 5 points by which your check result 
exceeds the DC, you recall another piece of useful information. 
Action: Usually none. In most cases, a Knowledge check doesn’t take an action. 
Try Again: No. 
 
KNOWLEDGE (Technology) 
Check: A general assessment of an artefact has a DC of 10, or the Complexity Rating of the item, whichever is higher. If successful, the character is 
able to rate an artefact as Junk, Bauble, Curiosity, Tool, Missile, Weapon, Armour or Vehicle, and also know the Tech Level - Archaic, Pre-War or 
Advanced. If the check is failed by 5 points or less, the character will learn the Tech Level of the item. 
Action: Assessing an artefact requires 1d4+1 rounds. 
Try Again: You can only attempt to ascertain the properties of an individual item once per day. Additional attempts reveal the same results. 
 
MENTAL RECALL (Int) 
Check: A character can make a skill check to recall detail about any event in their past – whether something they heard, read or saw. This is a standard 
action, with a base DC of 10 if the event occurred in the past 24 hours. DC15 if within one week, DC20 within past month, DC25 6 months, DC30 1 year. 
Add +3 to the DC if very fine detail is to be recalled, or the information sought was not the main focus of the character at the time.   
Action: Recalling events within the past 24 hours takes 1d4 rounds. Recalling other events requires 1d4 rounds per 5 points of the DC. 
Try Again: Yes. After an hour has past you may make another attempt. 
Special: If an attempt has been made unsuccessfully to recall some detail, and an event occurs that has a connection to that detail, another roll may be 
made immediately. 
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  TALENTS:   Prerequisites:   Benefits: 

   

 Acid Resistance  –   Gain resistance to acid equal to your CON mod. 

 Advanced Extreme Effort  Improved Extreme Effort  Gain +6 on Strength–based skill checks. 

 Advanced Ignore Hardness  Improved Ignore Hardness  Ignore up to 6 points of hardness or 3 DR. 

 Advanced Melee Smash  Improved Melee Smash  Gain +3 damage with melee weapons. 

 Assess Opponent  –  May attempt to assess combat potential of opponent. 

 Aware  Skill Emphasis  Add base Mental Def save bonus to Perception vs surprise. 

 Captivate  Charm  CHA check to focus a target on you only. 

 Cast Iron Stomach  Eat Anything  +4 Health save vs ingested poison, reduce damage. 

 Charm  –  Gain bonus to Charisma based skills vs chosen gender.  

 Cold Resistance  –  Gain resistance to cold equal to your CON mod. 

 Cool Under Pressure  Skill Emphasis  Can Take-10 on a number of skills. 

 Coordinate  –  Charisma check to grant attack bonus to allies. 

 Damage Reduction 1/- 
 Energy Resist, Remain Conscious, 
Robust or Stamina. 

 Ignore 1 damage from melee and ranged attacks. 

 Damage Reduction 2/-  DR 1/-  Ignore 2 damage from melee and ranged attacks. 

 Damage Reduction 3/-  DR 2/-  Ignore 3 damage from melee and ranged attacks. 

 Dazzle  Fast-talk  CHA check to grant target a –1 penalty on most rolls. 

 Defensive Roll  Uncanny Dodge  Reflex save to reduce damage from a lethal attack. 

 Disaster Avoidance  –  Re-roll a particular skill check. 

 Eat Anything  Scavenger  Can eat anything - never has to search for food. 

 Electricity Resistance  –  Gain resistance to electricity equal to your CON mod. 

 Empathy  –  Gain class level bonus to interaction skill checks. 

 Enhanced Technophile  Technophile  Gain benefits of Tech Familiarity (Advanced). 

 Exploit Weakness  –  INT check to use Int mod on attacks instead of Str/Dex. 

 Extreme Effort  –  Gain a +2 bonus to Strength based skill checks. 

 Extreme Speed  Tremendous Speed  Base speed increased by total +15’. 

 Extreme Strength  Tremendous Strength  Encumbrance calculated as if quadrupedal. 

 Evasion  –  Take no damage with a Reflex save. 

 Faith  Skill Emphasis  Can add MS mod to certain rolls.  

 Fast Hands  –  May make additional attacks of opportunity. 

 Fast-Talk  –  Add class level to Bluff and Diplomacy skill checks. 

 Favour  Charm  Once/day gain aid or assistance. (Level check) 

 Fire Resistance  –  Gain resistance to fire equal to your CON mod. 

 Great Speed  –  Grants an increase to speed of 5’. 

 Great Strength  –  Encumbrance calculated as if Str was 4 higher. 

 Greater Inspiration  Inspiration  Grant a +3 morale bonus to allies. 

 Healing Knack  –  Gain a +2 bonus on all Heal skill checks. 

 Healing Touch  Healing Knack  Healing actions restore an extra 2 hit points. 

 Ignore Hardness  –  Ignore 2 point of hardness or 1 DR. 

 Improved Aid Another  Empathy  Hero’s aid another actions increase by +1. 

 Improved Healing Touch  Healing Touch  Healing actions restore an extra 4 hit points 

 Improved Extreme Effort  Extreme Effort  Gain a +4 bonus to Strength based skill checks. 

 Improved Fast Hands  Fast Hands  Negate an attack-of-opportunity with a Reflex save. 

 Improved Ignore Hardness  Ignore Hardness  Ignore up to 4 point of hardness or 2 DR. 

 Improved Melee Smash  Melee Smash  Gain +2 damage with melee weapons. 

 Improved Precognition  Precognition  Gain a number of daily re-rolls equal to MS mod. 

 Improved Telekinesis  Telekinesis  Can lift up to 20lb / level, or make a mental touch attack. 

 Improved Telepathy  Telepathy  Can read surface thoughts and search for information. 

 Improved Uncanny Dodge  Uncanny Dodge  Hero cannot be flanked. 

 Inspiration  –  Grant a +2 morale bonus to allies. 

 Intuition  Empathy  Make a Mental Defence save to sense trouble. 
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  TALENTS:   Prerequisites:   Benefits: 

   

 Linguist  Decipher Script 1  Understand languages; add level to Dec. Script checks. 

 Melee Smash  –  Gain +1 damage with melee weapons. 

 Nimble Fingers  –  Gain +2 bonus to Craft, Disable & Repair skill checks. 

 Opportunist  Evasion  Can make an AoO against an enemy hit by an ally. 

 Plan  Exploit Weakness or Trick  Grant self & allies a bonus to skill checks and attacks. 

 Precognition  –  Gain +1 initiative and Uncanny Dodge. 

 Psychic Shield  –  Gain a +2 deflection bonus to AC 

 Remain Conscious  –  Can act as disabled at negative hit points. 

 Righteous Action  Unwavering Dedication  Gain +1d6 bonus to skill checks related to focus. 

 Robust  –  Gain additional +1 hit point per level. 

 Savant  –  Add class level to a particular skill check. 

 Scavenger  –  Gain +2 bonus to saves vs poison, disease & sickness. 

 Second Wind  –  Once/day recover 1d6+CON mod hit points. 

 Sense Mental Powers  –  Attempt to determine presence of mental powers. 

 Skill Emphasis  –  Gain a +3 bonus to a chosen skill. 

 Sonic Resistance  –  Gain resistance to sonic/concussion equal to CON mod. 

 Stamina  –  Heal twice as fast with rest. 

 Survival Expert  –  Gain a bonus on checks to find shelter, food, etc. 

 Taunt  Fast-Talk or Dazzle  Daze an opponent with a CHA check. 

 Technophile  –  Gain benefits of Tech Familiarity (Pre-War). 

 Tech Savant  Technophile or Tech Fam (PW)  Reduce Craft and Repair DC’s by 5 for technology. 

 Telekinesis  –  Move small unattended objects at close range. 

 Telepathy  –  Read surface thoughts and pass messages. 

 Tremendous Speed  Great Speed  Grants an increase to speed of 10’. 

 Trick  Exploit Weakness or Plan  Daze an opponent with an INT check. 

 Uncanny Dodge  –  Retain DEX bonus to AC when flat-footed. 

 Unwavering Dedication  –  Gain a +2 bonus to saves and certain checks. 

 Zealot  Righteous Action  Gain a +4 / +2d6 bonus to saves and certain checks. 
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  FEATS:   Prerequisites:   Benefits: 

 Acrobatic  -—  +2 bonus on Acrobatic and Fly skill checks 

 Agile  -—  +2 bonus on Climb and Jump skill checks 

 Alertness  -—  +2 bonus on Perception and Sense Motive skill checks 

 Animal Affinity  -—  +2 bonus on Handle Animal and Ride skill checks 

 Armour Proficiency (Heavy)  Armour Prof (Medium)  No penalties on attack rolls while wearing heavy armor 

 Armour Proficiency (Light)  -—  No penalties on attack rolls while wearing light armor 

 Armour Proficiency (Medium)  Armour Prof (Light)  No penalties on attack rolls while wearing medium armor 

 Athletic  -—  +2 bonus on Climb and Swim skill checks 

 Blind Fight  -—  Reroll miss chance for concealment 

 Brawl  -— 
 +1 Attack bonus when unarmed & deal 1d6+Str non-lethal 
damage 

 Builder  -—  +2 bonus on checks with two Craft skills 

 Cautious  —-  +2 bonus on Disable Device and Examine Artefact 

 Cleave  Str 13, Power Attack  Extra melee attack after dropping target 

 Combat Expertise  Int 13  Take an Attack penalty to increase AC 

 Combat Reflexes  -—  Gain additional attacks of opportunity 

 Confident  -—  +2 bonus on Intimidate checks 

 Critical Focus  BA +9  Gain +4 bonus on rolls to confirm critical hits 

 Danger Sense  Improved initiative  May re-roll Initiative once a day 

 Deadly Aim  Dex 13, BA +1  Trade ranged attack bonus for damage. 

 Deflect Missile  Dex 13, Imp. Unarmed Strike  Deflect one ranged attack per round 

 Diehard  Endurance  Remain conscious at -1 to -9 hp 

 Diligent  -—  +2 bonus on Appraise and Decipher Script skill checks 

 Dodge  Dex 13  Gain +1 dodge bonus to AC 

 Double Slice  Dex 15, Multi-Weapon Fighting  Add full Str bonus to off-hand damage rolls 

 Double Tap  Dex 13, Point Blank Shot  Fire 2 bullets as single attack at -2 Attack, +1 die damage 

 Educated  -—  +2 bonus on with two Knowledge skills 

 Endurance  -—  +4 on checks/saves to resist non-lethal damage 

 Enhanced Mutation  MS 13, mutation power  3/day: Increase Mutation power score by 50% 

 Enhanced Programming  Live Metal  May multi-class & put ranks in non-primary class skills 

 Far Shot  PB Shot  Increase bow range by 50%, thrown by 100% 

 Focused  -—  +2 bonus on Concentration and Mental Recall skill checks 

 Foebane  Int 13, BA +3  Gain +2 Attack bonus vs chosen Genotype 

 Frightful Presence  Cha 15, Intimidate 6 ranks  Lower level foes within 10 feet are shaken. (MD save) 

 Gearhead  -—  +2 bonus on Computer Use and Repair skill checks 

 Great Cleave  Cleave, BA +4  No limit to Cleave attacks each round 

 Great Health  -—  Gain +2  bonus to all Health saves 

 Greater Mental Focus  Mental Focus  Gain +2 bonus on Mental Attack rolls 

 Greater Weapon Focus  Weapon Focus, BA +8  Gain +2 Attack bonus with chosen weapon 

 Guide  -—  +2 bonus on Navigate and Survival skill checks 

 Heroic Surge  -—  Take an extra Move/Attack before or after regular action 

 Improved Brawl  Brawl, BA +3  Gain +2 bonus to unarmed attacks, deal greater damage 

 Improved Bull Rush  Power Attack.   Gain +2 on Bull Rush attempts, no AoO 

 Improved Critical  BA +8  Double threat range of one weapon 

 Improved Disarm  Int 13, Combat Expertise.   Gain +2 on Disarm attempts, no AoO 

 Improved Feint  Int 13, Combat Expertise.   Use Bluff to feint as a move action. 

 Improved Initiative  -—  Gain +4 bonus to Initiative 

 Improved Mutation  
Resistance 

 Mutation Resistance  Gain +4 bonus on rolls to resist Mutation effects. 

 Improved Sunder  Str 13, Power Attack  Gain +2 on Sunder attempts, extra damage, no AoO 

 Improved Trip  Int 13, Combat Expertise.   Gain +2 on Trip attempts, no AoO. 

 Improved Multi-Weapon 
Fighting 

 Dex 17, Multi-Wpn Fighting, BA +6  Gain additional off-hand attacks 

 Improved Unarmed Strike  -—  Considered armed even when unarmed, no AoO 
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  FEATS:   Prerequisites:   Benefits: 

 Investigator  -—  +2 bonus on Gather Info and Identify Power skill checks 

 Iron Will  -—  Gain +2 bonus on Mental Defence saves 

 Lightning Reflexes  -—  Gain +2 bonus on Reflex saves 

 Lunge  BA +6  Take a -2 penalty to AC to attack with reach 

 Manyshot  Dex 17, PBS, Rapid Shot, BA +6  First bow shot fires two arrows 

 Medical Expert  -—  +2 bonus on Craft (medical) and Heal skill checks 

 Mental Focus  MS 13, mental power  Gain +1 bonus on Mental Attack rolls 

 Mobility  Dex 13, Dodge  +4 AC when moving causes an Attack of Opportunity 

 Multi-Weapon Defence  Dex 15, Multi-Weapon Fighting  Off-hand weapon grants +1 AC as shield 

 Multi-Weapon Fighting  Dex 13  Reduce penalties for fighting with multiple weapons 

 Mutation Advancement  Any mutation power  Use 2 skill points each level to increase MPS 

 Mutation Resistance  No mutations. Esper or Tough.  Gain +2 bonus on rolls to resist Mutation effects 

 Negotiator  -—  +2 bonus on Diplomacy and Sense Motive skill checks 

 Nimble Moves  Dex 13  Ignore 5 feet of difficult terrain when you move 

 Open Minded  -—  Gain 5 Skill points 

 Penetrating Strike  Weapon Focus, BA +10  Your attacks ignore up to 3 points of DR 

 Persuasive  -—  +2 bonus on Bluff and Intimidate skill checks 

 Point Blank Shot  -—  Gain +1 ranged bonus to Attack & Damage within 30'  

 Power Attack  Str 13, BA +1  Take a penalty to Attack to increase damage in melee 

 Power Focus  Any mutation power  Gain +2 bonus to one Mutation Power Score 

 Precise Shot  -—  Ignore -4 attack penalty for shooting into melee 

 Psychic Edge  MS 13, Mutation power  (Focus) A mutation power gains +1d8 damage or +4 MPS 

 Psychic Weapon  MS 13  (Focus) A weapon attack gains +2d4 damage 

 Quick Draw  BA +1  Draw a weapon as free action. Can throw multiple weapons 

 Quick Reload  BA +1  Reload a firearm as a free or move action 

 Rapid Reload  -—  Reload a crossbow as a free or move action 

 Rapid Shot  Dex 13, Point Blank Shot  One extra ranged attack at full bonus. 

 Run  -—  Run at 5 times normal speed, +4 on running Jump 

 Self Sufficient  -—  +2 bonus on Heal and Survival skill checks 

 Shield Focus  BA +1  Increase shield AC bonus by 1 

 Shot on the Run  Dex 13, PBS, Dodge, Mobility  Move before and after a ranged attack 

 Skill Focus  -—  Gain +3 bonus with one Skill 

 Snap Shot  Point Blank Shot, BA +2  May make AoO with a ranged weapon 

 Speed of Thought  MS 13  (Focus) Gain +10 bonus to speed while focused 

 Spontaneous Mutation  Capable of gaining mutations  Gain 2 mutation points 

 Spring Attack  Dodge, Mobility, BA +4  Can move before & after a melee attack 

 Stealthy  -— +2 bonus on Escape Artist and Stealth skill checks 

 Street Fighting  Brawl, BA +2 
 Deal extra 1d4 damage with an unarmed strike or light 
weapon 

 Studious  -—  +2 bonus on Decipher Script and Identify Power skill checks 

 Survivalist  Con 13  +2 bonus on Stealth and Survival skill checks 

 Systems Familiarity  Two Knowledge skills 5 ranks  Gain +4 bonus when using two Knowledge skills 

 Tech Familiarity (Advanced) 
 Tech Familiarity (Pre-War) & 
  Know (Tech) 3 or PSH 

 Gain +2 bonus on checks with Advanced Technology 

 Tech Familiarity (Archaic)  -—  No penalty with Archaic Technology 

 Tech Familiarity (Pre-War) 
 Tech Fam (Archaic) &  
  Know (Tech) 2 or PSH 

 Gain +2 bonus on checks with Pre-War Technology 

 Toughness  -—  Gain 3 HP's, and +1 hp/level after 3rd level 

 Trustworthy  -—  +2 bonus on Diplomacy and Gather Information skill checks 

 Vital Strike  BA +6  Deal twice the normal damage on a single attack. 

 Weapon Finesse  -— 
 Use Dex bonus instead of Str on attack rolls with light 
weapons 

 Weapon Focus  BA +1  Gain +1 attack bonus with selected weapon 

 Weapon Specialisation  Weapon Focus, BA +4  Gain +2 damage bonus with selected weapon 
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12. FEAT DESCRIPTIONS: 
 
ENHANCED MUTATION  
Prerequisites: MS 13, any activated mutation power. 
Benefit: A character selects one activated mutation power that they possess. Three times a day, they may choose to increase that 
power’s Mutation Power Score by 50% in regards to its effects. 
 
FOEBANE  
Prerequisites: Int 13, base attack bonus +3. 
Benefit: The character selects one genotype. They receive a +2 insight bonus to attack rolls against creatures of that genotype. 
 
GREATER MENTAL FOCUS  
Prerequisites: Mental Focus. 
Benefit: Add +1 to your attack roll with mental mutations. This bonus stacks with the bonus from Mental Focus. 
 
IMPROVED MUTATION RESISTANCE  
Prerequisite: No mutation powers or Esper, Mutation Resistance. 
Benefit: The character gains an additional +2 bonus to saving throws against mutation effects, for a total of +4. Mutation powers that 
do not allow saving throws cause half damage. 
 
MENTAL FOCUS  
Prerequisites: MS 13, any mental mutation. 
Benefit: Add +1 to your attack roll with all of your mental mutations. 
 
MUTATION ADVANCEMENT  
Prerequisite: Any mutation power. 
Benefit: The character is able to use two skills points each level to add to the MPS of any of their mutation powers. Each skill point 
increases a different MPS by 1 point. 
Normal: A Character with mutations may use one skill point to increase the MPS of a single Mutation by 1 point. 
 
MUTATION RESISTANCE  
Prerequisite: No mutation powers, Esper or Tough Hero. 
Benefit: The character gains a +2 bonus to saving throws against mutation effects. Mutation powers that do not allow saving throws 
cause three-quarters of their usual damage. 
 
POWER FOCUS 
Prerequisite: any mutation power. 
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to the Mutation Power Score of one selected mutation. 
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the feat, it applies to a different mutation. 
 
PSYCHIC EDGE 
Prerequisite: MS 13, any activated mental power. 
Benefit: To use this feat, you must expend your psionic focus. (See Concentration skill.) Your attack with an activated Mental Power 
deals an extra 1d8 points of damage or (if non-damaging) functions as if the MPS was 4 points higher. 
 
SPONTANEOUS MUTATION  
Prerequisite: Must be capable of gaining mutations. 
Benefit: The character receives 2 mutation points. The mutant may choose which table they roll on. 
 
TECH FAMILIARITY (ADVANCED)  
Prerequisites: Tech Familiarity (Pre-War), and Knowledge (Tech) 3 ranks or PSH. 
Benefit: The character gains a +2 competence bonus on any skill checks involving Advanced technology, such as Computer Use, 
Disable Device, Examine Artefact, Knowledge (Technology), and Repair. 
Normal: When using artefacts with which you are not familiar, you take a –2 penalty on attack rolls and skill checks. 
 
TECH FAMILIARITY (ARCHAIC)  
Benefit: The character is able to use any archaic technology without penalty. 
Special: All Gamma World player characters are familiar with archaic technology and need not select this feat. 
 
TECH FAMILIARITY (PRE-WAR)  
Prerequisites: Tech Familiarity (Archaic), and Knowledge (Tech) 2 ranks or PSH. 
Benefit: The character gains a +2 competence bonus on any skill checks involving Pre-War technology, such as Computer Use, 
Disable Device, Examine Artefact, Knowledge (Technology), and Repair. 
Special: A Pure Strain Human can take this feat without fulfilling the prerequisites. 
Normal: When using artefacts with which you are not familiar, you take a –2 penalty on attack rolls and skill checks. 
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13. MUTATIONS: 
 
Following the name of a mutation is its cost in mutation points, the type of mutation (some fit multiple categories) and the activation 
conditions. There are three activation conditions: 
1. Permanent mutations are permanent changes to the mutant, or always in operation whether or not a character wants them to be. 2. 
Automatic mutations perform when the character is subject to the right conditions. He does not have to concentrate or activate it to 
have it function. 3. Activated mutations function only when the mutant desires them to; to activate a power is generally a standard 
action.  
 
If a power has a mutation power score (MPS), it is determined by rolling 2d6+6. The maximum MPS attainable is 30. 
 
Any mutation specifying a mental attack uses an attack roll of 1d20 + BA + MS modifier + MPS modifier.  
If a saving throw is allowed, most mutation powers have a DC equal to 10 + MS modifier + MPS modifier. Some saves have a DC 
equal to 10 + ½ HD or Level + MPS mod. 
 
In all cases, a mutant must be able to see a target (or otherwise know where they are) to affect them with a power, unless the power 
functions over an area. The use of any activated mutation with duration can be terminated (voluntarily) at any time. If a mutant 
becomes dazed, stunned, disabled or unconscious, then any active power ceases immediately. Mental mutations do not have visible 
effects, unless noted in the power’s description. 
 
Robot Recognition (RR) penalties apply to PSH, altered humans and new animals. 
 
 
Adaptation 
[3] Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The plant can adapt (become immune) to a particular attack form that has harmed it. On the round it is attacked, it must decide whether 
or not to begin the process of adaptation. It can drop a previous immunity to adapt to a new attack. The plant can have a total of two 
adapted immunities at any given time. It takes five days for the plant to complete the adaptation process. There are no restrictions to its 
activities during this time. For example, if it adapts to fire attacks, it grows a flame resistant bark. If it adapts to bludgeoning attacks, its 
surface becomes flexible and pliant. For the purposes of this mutation, physical attacks are divided into slashing, piercing and 
bludgeoning attacks; energy attacks into acid, cold, electricity, fire/heat, sonic/concussion and radiation - adaptation must be made to 
each individually. Gunshots are considered to be piercing attacks. 
 
Adherence 
[1] Physical; Automatic, no MPS 
Fine hooks or hairs on the mutant’s hands and feet allows him to climb easily or even cling to the ceiling. The character must have 
hands and feet uncovered to use this ability, and must be carrying no more than a medium load. They gain a climb speed equal to their 
half their base movement speed. (This grants them a +8 racial bonus on Climb checks.) They can move along horizontal surfaces at ½ 
base climb rate and must have at least three limbs in contact with the surface. 
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d% Roll COST PHYSICAL MUTATIONS  d% Roll COST PLANT MUTATIONS 

01-02 1 Adherence  01-02 3 Adaptation 

03-04 1 Adrenaline Boost  03-04 1 Allurement 

05 1 Air Sail  05-06 1 Anti-Life Leech 

06-07 1 Alteration  07-08 1 Body Control 

08-09 1 Anti-Life Leech  09-10 1 Carnivorous Jaws 

10 2 Arachnofiber Production  11-12 1 Chameleon 

11 1 Body Control  13-14 1 Constriction 

12-13 1 Chameleon  15-16 1 Darkvision 

14-15 1 Claws  17-18 1 Density Control (Self) 

16-17 1 Darkvision  19-20 2 Dissolving Juices 

18-19 1 Density Control (Self)  21-22 3 Dual Brain 

20 3 Dual Brain  23-24 1 Echolocation 

21 1 Echolocation  25-26 3 Electrical Generation 

22 3 Electrical Generation  27-29 2 Energy Absorption 

23-24 2 Energy Absorption  30-32 2 Energy Metamorphosis 

25-26 2 Energy Metamorphosis  33-35 2 Energy Reflection 

27-28 2 Energy Reflection  36-37 1 Exoskeleton 

29-30 1 Exoskeleton  38-39 2 Explosive Seeds 

31-32 2 Fast Healing  40-41 2 Fast Healing 

33-34 2 Fire Breath  42-43 1 Finger Vines 

35-36 1 Flexibility  44-46 1 Fruit 

37-38 3 Gas Generation  47-48 1 Gas Bags 

39 1 Gills  49-51 3 Gas Generation 

40-41 3 Hands of Power  52-53 2 Healing Touch 

42 2 Healing Touch  54-56 1 Heightened Physical Attribute 

43-44 1 Heightened Balance  57-59 1 Heightened Sense 

45-46 1 Heightened Physical Attribute  60-61 3 Immunity 

47-48 1 Heightened Precision  62-63 2 Kinetic Absorption 

49-50 1 Heightened Sense  64-65 1 Multiple Limbs 

51-52 1 Heightened Speed  66-67 1 New Body Parts 

53-54 1 Horns/Antlers  68-69 1 Oversized limbs 

55-56 3 Immunity  70-71 2 Photogeneration 

57-58 2 Kinetic Absorption  72-73 2 Poison 

59-60 1 Low-Light Vision  74-75 2 Poison Sap 

61 3 Metamorphosis  76-77 2 Poisonous Thorns 

62-63 1 Multiple Limbs  78-79 1 Projectile Thorns 

64-65 1 New Body Parts  80-81 1 Razor-Edged Leaves 

66-67 1 New Sense  82-83 2 Shape Change 

68 1 Oversized limbs  84-85 1 Size Change 

69-70 2 Paralysis  86-87 3 Sonic Blast 

71 2 Parasite  88-89 1 Sound Imitation 

72-73 2 Photogeneration  90-91 2 Spore Cloud 

74 1 Photosynthetic Skin  92-93 1 Thorns 

75 2 Poison  94-95 2 Total Healing 

76-77 2 Quills/Spines  96-97 1 Transfusion 

78 2 Radiating Eyes  98-99 1 Ultravision 

79 2 Shape Change  00  Choose a plant mutation 

80-81 1 Size Change     

82-83 1 Skeletal Enhancement     

84-85 1 Smoke Cloud     

86-87 3 Sonic Blast     

88-89 3 Sonic Scream     

90 1 Sound Imitation     

91-92 1 Stinger     

93-94 2 Total Healing     

95 1 Transfusion     

96 1 Ultravision     

97 1 Vocal Imitation     

98-99 1 Wings     

00  Choose a physical mutation     
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d% Roll COST MENTAL MUTATIONS  d% Roll COST MUTATION DEFECTS 

01-03 2 Beguiling  01-03 1 Achilles Heel 

04-06 2 Confusion  04-08 1 Allergy 

07-08 2 Death Field Generation  09-12 1 Attraction Odour 

09-10 1 Density Control (Other)  13-16 1 Body Change* 

11-12 2 Devolution  17-21 1 Chemical Susceptibility 

13-14 1 Directional Sense  22-26 1 Diminished Sense* 

15-16 2 Displacement  27-30 2 Doubled Pain 

17-18 2 Distortion Field  31-34 2 Energy Sensitivity 

19-20 2 Duality  35-38 1 Extreme Metabolism 

21-23 1 Empathy  39-41 1 Fadeout 

24-26 2 Fear Generation  42-45 1 Hostility Field 

27-28 2 Force Barrier  46-48 2 Mentally Defenceless 

29-30 2 Force Field Generation  49-51 2 Monster* 

31-33 1 Heightened Mental Attribute  52-54 2 Nocturnal* 

34-35 2 Illusion Generation  55-58 1 Periodic Amnesia 

36-38 1 Intuition  59-63 1 Phobia 

39-40 1 Invisibility  64-67 1 Photodependent 

41-42 1 Levitation  68-71 1 Poor Respiration* 

43-44 3 Life Leech  72-75 1 Rage 

45-46 2 Magnetic Control  76-78 2 Seizures 

47-48 2 Mass Mind  79-83 1 Skin Structure Change 

49-50 1 Mental Battery  84-87 2 Split Personality 

51-52 3 Mental Blast  88-91 1 Stench 

53-54 3 Mental Control  92-95 1 Tribal Mentality 

55-56 1 Mental Imitation  96-99 1 Weakness 

57-58 2 Mental Multiplier  00  Choose a defect 

59-60 2 Mental Paralysis     

61-62 1 Mental Reflection    * Re-roll if Green Folk 

63-64 2 Molecular Disruption     

65-66 3 Plant/Animal Control     

67-68 1 Probability Shift     

69-70 1 Psychometry     

71-72 2 Pyro/Cryo-kinesis     

73-74 1 Quantum Action     

75-76 2 Repulsion     

77-79 2 Stunning Force     

80-81 1 Summoning     

82-83 2 Telekinesis     

84-85 1 Telekinetic Flight     

86-87 1 Telekinetic Hand     

88-89 1 Telepathy     

90-91 2 Teleport Object     

92-93 2 Teleportation     

94-95 2 Temporal Compression     

96-97 2 Temporal Dilation     

98-99 2 Will Force     

00  Choose a mental mutation     
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Adrenaline Boost 
[1] Physical; Automatic, no MPS 
The Subject's adrenal gland starts to secrete a far more potent type of adrenaline, enabling her to react to threats faster. The mutant 
gains a +2 bonus on her initiative checks and a +1 bonus on her Reflex saves. 
 
Air Sail 
[1] Physical; Automatic, no MPS 
The character's body incorporates a structure similar to a fixed wing or parachute that allows him to glide. (Example: a flying squirrel 
has an air sail.) The character gains a fly speed at the same rate as his normal movement. (Average manoeuvrability, +0 Fly skill 
checks.) Flight must be in a roughly straight line. He must lose at least 5 feet of altitude for every 30 feet of forward movement. The GM 
may force a steeper decline in bad weather. Speed increases by 50% if moving with a strong wind. [-2 RR.] 
 
Allurement 
[1] Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The plant constantly gives off a sweet-smelling fragrance that has a seductive, sometimes hypnotic effect. It grants the plant a bonus 
on any Charisma-based skills of 3 plus the MPS modifier. Creatures with an Intelligence of 3 or lower that come within 30 feet must 
make a MD save. If they fail, they are compelled to touch the plant and be near it. If successful, the creature is always able to identify 
the plant as being responsible for the effect and ignore it’s affects. The effects of allurement are broken if the victim suffers damage 
from any source while within range. A new save can be made each hour of exposure. 
 
Alteration 
[1] Physical; Activated, no MPS 
The subject can change his face with mere concentration. Bones, cartilage and flesh respond to a whim, as do skin and eye colour. 
Even the hairline can shift, and a beard can sprout or vanish within minutes. The character cannot change his apparent species, but 
beyond that, he can shape his features to within the normal limits of his kind. He can even change apparent gender, though the rest of 
his body will not follow suit. Imitating a specific individual is still difficult, but this ability grants a +10 bonus on Bluff (Disguise) checks for 
that purpose, and a +20 bonus for all other purposes. The change lasts until he wills it, but returns to normal if he is unconscious or 
sleeping. 
 
Anti-Life Leech 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant is immune to life leech and other draining attacks, such as parasite. He is able to reverse the flow of such a power; draining 
1d6 hit points from the attacking creature per round, into himself. These points first heal his damage and then can grant temporary hit 
points to a maximum of triple his character level. These temporary hit points last no more than one hour. The mutant can continue the 
drain for one round after the “attacking” power is deactivated. 
 
Arachnofiber Production 
[2] Physical; Activated, MPS 
This mutation causes the mutant to generate a substance similar to spider silk within their body, which can be spun - creating durable 
strands that can be shaped at will. The mutant produces thin and silvery yet extremely strong filaments. The character becomes 
capable of spinning two types of silk - sticky and non-sticky strands. 
The former is used to spin webs that can catch and trap unwary enemies, and the latter is particularly useful for descending great 
distances, constructing barriers, or simply spinning out extremely lightweight and durable rope. In both cases, the strands have 14 hit 
points and a break DC of 30. 
The character may spin her silk at a rate of 20 feet per round, up to 50 feet plus 5’ per MPS point before her supply runs out. The fluid 
is naturally replenished at a rate of 10 feet of silk + 1’ per MPS modifier, per hour. The character can instinctively build webs or other 
structures out of the silk, and she can easily attach strands to objects or specific spots, as long as she can reach them. It takes 20 feet 
of silk to block an entire 5-foot square so that no one can pass through without destroying the webbing first or becoming caught in it 
While the webbing is not hard to spot under good lighting conditions, in badly lit areas it blends into the darkness, making it very difficult 
to spot (Spot check DC 25). A victim who stumbles into the web must make a Reflex save against DC 25 or become entangled. If he 
fails the roll by more than 10, he is held so immobile that he is effectively grappled. He remains grappled until he manages to either 
extract himself from the webbing, or break the strands that hold him. The mutant can never be entangled in her own webs. The silk 
starts to lose cohesion after 24 hours, becomes nothing more than dry and almost insubstantial wisps after 2 days. 
 
Beguiling 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant can induce a soothing arid friendly attitude in another creature. The target must be no further than 25 feet plus 5 feet per 
MPS modifier. If the target fails a Mental Defence save, the target will not harm the beguiler, treating them as a friend. The mutant gets 
a bonus of 5 + MPS modifier on any Charisma-based skills when dealing with the target. The effect lasts 10 minutes plus one minute 
per MPS mod. 
 
Body Control 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant can temporarily enhance one of his physical ability scores. He chooses one attribute (Strength, Dexterity or Constitution) 
and increases it by 1 point plus 1 per MPS modifier. (Maximum 10.) The effect lasts 5 rounds plus 1 round per MPS modifier. The 
power initially functions once per day. For every third level the character has obtained they gain an additional use per day. 
 
Carnivorous Jaws 
[1] Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
Most plants do not eat. They live off of soil and sunlight. However, a plant with this mutation can eat meat or other plants with its jaws. 
Its "teeth" are actually tightly spaced thorns in its maw. Its stomach is merely a body cavity filled with weak acids that digest the meat. 
The plant now has a natural bite attack that causes 1d6 + Str mod damage, if medium size. The plant is still able to sustain itself with 
just soil and sunlight, but it is an uncomfortable existence. (1d4 damage if small, 1d8 if large.) 
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Chameleon 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS 
This mutation allows the character to blend into any background. His body coloration changes to match the colours of any background 
that is within three feet. Be aware that his clothes or other belongings do not change colour. His skin (or leaves) continuously change 
as the mutant moves. The mutant can decide to make his skin any single colour not related to his background, or can choose to look 
like his normal self. When chameleon power is activated, the character's gained a bonus to all Stealth skill checks equal to 5+ MPS 
modifier. 
 
Claws 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant’s hands now have tough bony claws. Whether they sprout from fingertips, the back of the hand, or even the side of the 
hand is up to the player, as is their exact appearance. The character may now cause lethal damage with unarmed attacks, and is never 
considered unarmed. A medium size mutant causes 1d6 damage plus STR modifier, with a slashing or piercing attack. (1d4 damage if 
small, 1d8 if large.) 
 
Confusion 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
A single living creature within range (25 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod), targeted by this mutation makes a Mental Defence save, or is 
confused for 1d6 rounds + 1 round per MPS mod. A confused target makes a d% roll each round to see what action they take. This 
power can be used a number of times per day equal to 3 plus the MPS mod. 
 
Constriction 
[1] Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The plant has branches, vines, or tendrils capable of grappling and constricting an opponent. The vines grant the plant an additional 5’ 
reach, and a natural attack of 1d4 damage if the plant does not already have one. Once it has hit a target, it may now hold the target 
and automatically constrict for 1d6 damage each following round. 
 
Darkvision 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS 
The character has an extraordinary ability to see in darkness without requiring a light source, such as at night or underground. Vision is 
black-and-white only. The presence of light does not spoil darkvision. The range of the darkvision is 25 feet plus 5 feet per MPS mod. 
 
Death Field Generation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can harm all living things within 20 feet. When activated any living creature in range takes 2d6 lethal radiation damage plus 
MPS modifier, each round. (It ignores damage reduction, cannot cause radiation sickness, or mutation.) Once activated, it can be kept 
active as a swift action. The mutant himself takes half of this damage as non-lethal damage. This non-lethal damage is healed at a rate 
of 1 hit point per hour per character level. 
 
Density Control, Others 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The character is able to control the density of other living creatures, but not himself. The effects of this power are identical to density 
control, self, given below. However, unwilling targets are allowed a Mental Defence saving throw to resist the power. The mutant 
chooses the amount of increase or decrease of the target, within the limits of his power. 
 
Density Control, Self 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to control his body's density. Increased density means the character is tougher and heavier. A decrease makes the 
mutant lighter. The mutant can lower or raise his density by up to 20% plus 5% per MPS modifier. Every 20% of density decrease 
grants a +10 bonus to speed. (Note that this will also grant a bonus to the Jump skill.). Every 20% of density increase imposes a -10 
speed penalty, and every 10% of increase grants +1 DR/-. The mutant is immune to any powers or effects that can alter or transform 
his body shape, size or density. 
 
Devolution 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to reverse the development of a single living creature within range of 50 feet plus 5’ per MPS modifier. Creatures 
with mutations lose one mutation (chosen randomly) if they fail a Health save. For the purposes of this attack, a new animal or green 
folk’s humanoid traits are considered mutations. Creatures without mutations lose one point each of Intelligence, Mental Strength and 
Charisma. Mutations are regained at a rate of one per week. Attribute points are regained one per day. This power can be used a 
number of times per day equal to 3 plus the MPS mod. 
 
Directional Sense 
[1] Mental; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant is incapable of getting lost. He always has a complete spatial sense of where he is and how he got there. This ability does 
not function while he is sleeping or otherwise unconscious. 
 
Displacement 
[2] Mental; Automatic & Activated, no MPS 
The mutant subconsciously reacts to life-threatening danger by teleporting himself away from it. If the character believes that he is in 
danger of being killed or taking severe damage, he is displaced as an immediate action. (GM decision.) Any time the character is 
incapacitated while fighting, he will also be displaced. Displacement moves him 2d4 x 10 feet in a random direction. The target location 
must be clear and non-threatening. This power cannot be triggered more than once per hour. In addition, once per day the mutant is 
able to displace him or herself up to 50’ in any direction as a move action. 
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Dissolving Juices 
[2] Plant; Activated, MPS  
The plant can secrete a fluid that does 1d6 + MPS modifier of acid damage each round of contact for up to one minute. The plant can 
secrete the fluid once every four hours. If stored or not in contact with something it can dissolve, the acid remains potent for an hour 
before degenerating into a harmless sticky puddle. 
 
Distortion Field 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to create a field around him that distorts light and makes it difficult to see him clearly. This distortion grants the 
mutant concealment (20% miss chance) against any opponent that uses sight to target him. The field can be activated for a maximum 
of 10 rounds per day, plus 2 round per MPS modifier. The rounds of use do not have to be consecutive. Normally the field only 
surrounds the mutant, but it can be expanded to a 5’ radius area. Doing this doubles the “cost” in rounds of usage. 
 
Dual Brain 
[3] Physical, Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant has a secondary brain, which can be located anywhere the player chooses in the torso or head. It does not mean the 
character has two heads; the character's single head might be enlarged to hold two brains. The character adds 2 points to their 
Intelligence, and gains a single mutation point that can only be spent on a Mental Mutation. If the mutant is attacked by a mental power 
that allows a Mental Defence save, the mutant rolls twice and uses the better result. 
 
Duality 
[2] Mental; Automatic, no MPS 
The character is able to focus on multiple actions at the same time. He gains a +4 enhancement bonus to Concentration skill checks, 
and can take 10 on any skill check, regardless of danger or distraction. A number of times a day, equal to the characters level, the 
mutant may “take” an additional standard action in a round, as long as it is not used in the same way as the first action. This can 
include making a melee or ranged attack, activating a mutation power, or performing an action requiring a skill check. 
 
Echolocation 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, no MPS 
The mutant can use echolocation to determine where objects are around him. He can emit sound waves and hear the reflected sound, 
giving him information about the position, size, movement and density of objects within 60 feet. He can only get a vague sense of 
shape about them, but it makes invisibility and concealment irrelevant. While using the power, the mutant does not require Perception 
checks to notice and locate creatures within range, provided it has line of effect to that creature, even in complete darkness. He cannot 
speak during any round that he uses this power. The mutant automatically gets either double-sized ears or antennae (his choice). [-1 
RR] 
 
Electrical Generation 
[3] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to build up an electrical charge in his body. He is able to choose when to release the charge, causing electrical 
damage to whatever is touched. In essence, the mutant is constantly charging an internal battery, accumulating 1d6 of electrical 
potential every minute, to a maximum of 3d6. The mutant can choose to discharge one, two, or three dice (as long as he has that much 
stored), by making a touch-attack on an opponent, adding his MPS modifier to the total damage. He can add this damage to a normal 
melee attack if he is wielding a (mostly) metal weapon, as a swift action. Use of the power does not draw an attack of opportunity. The 
mutant is immune to electrical damage, and each 5 points of damage that would have been taken restore 1d6 of charge. 
 
Empathy 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to read the feelings and emotions of other living creatures within 50 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod. This grants a bonus 
on checks involving interaction skills (Bluff, Diplomacy, Handle Animal, Identify Power, Intimidate, Perform, and Sense Motive) equal to 
2 plus the MPS modifier. If the mutant wishes, he can try to implant an emotion within a target creature that fails a Mental Defence 
check. Options are: Fear, anger, sadness, joy, disgust, trust, anticipation or surprise. The GM decides how the creature reacts. (Note: a 
character with the Empathy Talent cannot take this power.) 
 
Energy Absorption 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The character gains Energy Resistance, ignoring the first 10 points + MPS modifier of damage from a particular type of energy attack. 
Roll 1d6 to determine the energy type. 1 – Acid,  2 – Cold,  3 – Electricity,  4 – Fire (Heat),  5 – Radiation,  6 – Sonic (Concussion). 
 
Energy Metamorphosis 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The mutant can convert the first 5 points + MPS modifier of damage from a particular type of energy attack and use it to heal himself. 
Additional damage is ignored. Roll a d6 and consult the table shown in energy absorption, above. 
 
Energy Reflection 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The character can ignore the first 10 points + MPS modifier of one type of energy attack. Roll a d6 and consult the table shown in 
energy absorption to determine the exact energy. The energy damage that is ignored is reflected away from the mutant. If the mutant 
succeeds at a DC20 Concentration check, they can control the energy reflection, else it occurs in a random direction. Roll 1d8, where 1 
is the direction the attack came from and each point is a compass direction clockwise. Any creature within 30 feet on the line indicated 
takes the energy damage if they fail a DC 15 Reflex save. 
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Exoskeleton 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, MPS  
An exoskeleton is a rigid outer layer that protects and supports the mutant. It may be composed of bone, cartilage, chitin, calcium or 
silica. The structure protects the mutant's body like armour and usually covers the head and back, but can cover the entire body of the 
mutant. It provides a Natural Armour bonus equal to 2 points + the MPS modifier. This bonus stacks with other natural armour bonuses. 
Plants generally have thick, tough bark instead of an actual exoskeleton. [-2 RR.] 
 
Explosive Seeds 
[2] Plant; Activated, MPS  
These nut-like seeds explode if they are thrown against a hard surface (ranged touch attack with a range increment of triple the height 
of the plant, round to 5’), or if placed and struck by a weapon or take fire damage. The seed does 2d6 + MPS modifier points of 
concussion damage in a 10’ radius and half that to any adjacent square. The plant produces 1d4 seeds overnight, up to a maximum of 
5 + MPS modifier. Seeds can be removed from the plant, but if not used within a day they lose their explosive properties. If the plant is 
subjected to fire or bludgeoning damage greater than 5 points in one round, it must make a DC 20 Reflex save or a seed is triggered. 
 
Fast Healing 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The mutant can heal lost hit points at a rate greater than normal. The character heals a number of hit points each minute equal to his 2 
+ MPS modifier, minimum 1 point. 
 
Fear Generation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The character can instil fear in a living creature within a range of 25 feet plus 5’ per MPS modifier. If the target fails a Mental Defence 
save, they become Shaken for 1d6 rounds + 1 round per MPS mod. A target that is already shaken becomes frightened, but the initial 
duration does not change. A creature that makes its saving throw cannot be targeted again. This power can be used a number of times 
per day equal to 3 plus the MPS mod. 
 
Finger Vines 
[1] Plant; Permanent, MPS 
In addition to any other limbs the plant has, it gains three finger vines plus one per MPS modifier. (This mutation grants the plant the 
manipulation ability.) The vines are 1d6+6 inches long. They can grasp objects and perform fine manipulations, such as pushing 
buttons or working instruments. The vines can be detached and controlled by the plant, moving at a speed of 5’, at a range of up to 25 
feet plus 5’ per modifier. The vines do not have sight, but what they touch is felt by the plant. Each vine is considered to have a 
Strength of 3, and a Dexterity of 5 + MPS modifier. If multiple vines work together, they can add their Strengths. If they are not rejoined 
to the main plant within an hour, they wither and die. A new finger vine takes a week to grow, but multiple new vines may grow 
simultaneously. 
 
Fire Breath 
[2] Physical; Activated, MPS 
Somewhere in the mutant's lungs, there are sacs of volatile chemicals. At will, the mutant may gather these chemicals in his mouth and 
spit them at his enemies. Once the chemicals encounter oxygen, they ignite in a stream of intensely hot, bright-green fire. This ability 
functions in one of two ways (chosen when the mutation is gained), doing 2d6 + MPS mod points of fire damage in a 15 foot cone or 
4d6 + MPS mod fire damage in a 30-foot line. Targets in the affected area may make a Reflex save to take half damage. (DC = 10 + 
MPS mod + ½ level.) The sacs only contain enough chemicals for three fiery shots, but they naturally refill themselves at a rate of one 
shot per hour. 
 
Flexibility 
[1] Physical; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant’s bones and joints become slightly flexible and make it easier to squeeze into small spaces. The character gains a +3 
bonus on all Escape Artist checks and to their CMD vs grapple attempts. The character can now fit into smaller spaces. 
 
Force Barrier 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to create an invisible wall (force field) at a distance of up to 25 feet away, plus 5 feet per MPS modifier point. The 
maximum size (height and length) of the barrier is 100 cubic feet plus 50 cubic feet per MPS mod. The barrier is not more than 6” thick, 
but has a Hardness and Energy Resistance of 10. It has a maximum of 50 HP’s plus 5 HP’s per MPS mod, and cannot be penetrated 
until destroyed or cancelled. If the mutant cancels the barrier (or if destroyed), it regains 10 HP’s per hour, until reactivated. It cannot be 
reactivated with less than 10 hit points. 
  
Force Field Generation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to create an invisible barrier of force around him that protects from physical damage. The force field forms a smooth 
surface about one foot from the mutant's skin. The character cannot make physical attacks while the force field is up, but can use 
mental powers. The force field grants the mutant both Damage Reduction and Energy Resistance of 5 points + 1 per MPS modifier. It 
can be kept active until it has absorbed a total of 25 hit points of damage  +5 points per MPS modifier. After that, the character must 
drop the force field for an hour before using it again. If the field takes enough points of physical damage to destroy it, the character 
must make a DC10 Health check or fall unconscious for 1d6 rounds. 
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Fruit 
[1] Plant; Automatic, no MPS  
The plant character grows a fruit (that resembles berries or a chosen type) that has a useful function. The fruit can be any size, from a 
strawberry to a melon, and the player can select any colour or texture. Green Folk cannot benefit from eating fruit because of their 
unusual digestive systems. The plant can grow 1d3 pieces of fruit overnight, but they must remain on the plant for at least a full day to 
develop the relevant property. A plant character can have up to 4 + half character level (round down) pieces of fruit growing at any 
particular time. The fruit stays fresh for a month before rotting and falling off. Each fruit must be consumed within an hour of being 
picked or it will lose its special properties. Roll 1d8 and reference the table below to determine the fruit’s properties. (All fruit grown by a 
particular plant have the same property.) 
 
1 - Sustenance. The fruit provides enough nutrition for a medium-sized creature for one day. 
2 - Poison. The fruit is poisonous. Save DC 18. Onset: 10 min; Freq: 1/min for 6 min; Effect: 1d6 ex damage; Cure: 2 saves. 
3 - Antidote. The fruit automatically cures any active poison and grants a +5 bonus to Health saves vs poison and disease for up to 1 
hour. 
4 - Antibiotic. Heals 2d6 points of damage. A single creature cannot benefit from this effect more than once a day. 
5 - Stimulant. When eaten, immediately negates fatigue and exhaustion. If a creature is not affected by either of these conditions, they 
are granted a +3 bonus to Strength & Dexterity for 4 hours. 
6 - Radiation Antidote. The fruit eliminates radiation sickness, although any damage already suffered is not cured. 
7 - Pain Killer. When eaten character does not feel pain, and is granted 2d6 temporary hit points. (Temporary HP’s granted do not 
stack.) 
8 - The mutant may choose which of the above fruits they wish to grow. 
 
Gas Bags 
[1] Plant; Activated, MPS 
The plant has an inflatable bladder that fills with helium. It takes a full minute to inflate it completely, allowing the plant to rise into the 
air to a maximum height of 50 feet + 5 feet/MPS mod. The plant cannot be carrying a heavy load. It can control its altitude by releasing 
helium from the bladder or by synthesizing more to fill it. It can rise at a rate of up to 10’ + 5’/MPS mod per round, and drop at twice that 
speed. It cannot control which direction it floats and is at the mercy of the prevailing winds. 
 
Gas Generation 
[3] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The character has the ability to produce a visible gas from a specific place on his body (hands, mouth, nose, etc.) chosen by the player, 
in a cone up to 25 feet + 5’/MPS mod. Any creature within the area of effect must make a Health save (DC equals 10 + MPS mod + ½ 
char level) or suffer the effects of the gas. Effects last for 1d6 rounds + 1 round per MPS modifier. After release it takes the mutant an 
hour to build up a new supply. Roll 1d6 and consult the table below to determine the gas effects. The mutant is immune to his or her 
own gas. 
 
1 - Blinding. Targets are Blinded. (Save negates) 
2 - Burning. Targets take 2d6 + MPS modifier points of acid damage. (Save for ½ damage) 
3 - Hallucinogenic. Targets are Confused. (Save negates) 
4 - Paralytic. Targets act as if Entangled. (Save negates) 
5 - Stench. Targets are Sickened. (Save negates) 
6 - Weakness. Targets lose 1d6 points of Strength. (Save negates) 
 
Gills 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant has the ability to breath water as well as air. The type of water, salt or fresh, matches the nearest large body of water in the 
campaign. [-1 RR.] 
 
Hands of Power 
[3] Physical; Activated, MPS  
The mutant’s hands (or the equivalent) can emit visible blasts of energy with a range of 25 feet + 5 feet per MPS modifier. The blast 
causes 3d6 + MPS modifier damage to a single target if a ranged touch attack is successful. Roll 1d4 on the table below to determine 
the type of energy. The mutant takes half damage from this type of energy. The mutant can store a maximum of 1 + MPS modifier 
charges of energy, minimum of 1. It takes two hours to generate a charge. 
1d4 – Energy Type:  1 – Acid,  2 –Cold,  3 – Electricity,  4 – Fire (Heat). 
 
Healing Touch 
[2] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant’s touch causes damaged tissue to regenerate, healing wounds suffered by himself or another living creature. The mutant 
can heal 1d6 + MPS modifier points of damage. The power can be used a number of times per day equal to 3 + MPS modifier. 
 
Heightened Balance  
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant gains a +4 bonus on all Acrobatic skill checks and to CMD vs bull rush, overrun or trip attempts. He rarely loses his balance 
and can ignore movement penalties for difficult terrain. 
 
Heightened Mental Attribute 
[1] Mental; Permanent, no MPS 
One of the character's three mental attributes, Mental Strength, Intelligence or Charisma (determined randomly) is increased by 2 
points. 
 
Heightened Physical Attribute 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
One of the character's three physical attributes, Strength, Dexterity or Constitution (determined randomly) is increased by 2 points. 
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Heightened Precision 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The character has an uncanny ability to aim or place things precisely. This does not affect the other aspects of his Dexterity. The 
mutant gains Precise Shot as a bonus feat and treats ranged weapons as if they had twice the listed range increment. 
 
Heightened Sense 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant has an enhanced sense. Roll 1d6 to determine which sense, and on a roll of 6 the player can choose which sense is 
heightened. If this mutation is gained more than once it must be for a different sense. The mutant gains a +3 bonus on all skill checks 
involving that sense. 
 
1 - Sight. The mutant can see twice the distance compared to most creatures. They gain Low-Light vision. 
2 - Hearing. The mutant can hear things twice as far away or with twice as much sensitivity. By concentrating, he may be aware of 
ultrasonic or subsonic sounds. 
3 - Touch. The mutant's sense of touch becomes fine enough to distinguish slight changes in texture, moisture, temperature, residues 
etc. 
4 - Smell. The mutant can identify and distinguish individuals by smell. He gains the Scent extraordinary ability. 
5 - Taste. The mutant can identify poisons or chemical residues by tasting merely a tiny drop. (He does not suffer the effects 
consuming this extremely small amount.) He can determine the individual components of any food or drink. 
 
Heightened Speed 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS  
The mutant gains a bonus of +10 to his base ground speed. If the mutant has multiple modes of movement (burrowing, climbing, flying, 
swimming, etc.), he may choose one of these to gain the speed increase instead. He gains Run as a bonus feat. (This mutations 
effects stack with the speed increase Talents.) 
 
Horns/Antlers 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The character has some variety of horns or antlers growing from his head. They can be up to 20% as long as the character is tall. In 
the first round of melee combat, he can make one additional melee attack at full attack bonus causing 1d6 + Str bonus points of 
damage. If he charges, he gains an additional +2 bonus on his attack if his uses his horns to attack and causes double damage on a 
hit. [-2 RR.] 
 
Illusion Generation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The character can create a phantasm – a mental image that exists only in the minds of the victims. The illusion must be composed of 
things that the character has seen or experienced. The illusion affects every living creature, within 30 feet of him, if they fail a Mental 
Defence save. The illusion itself can appear to be further away than 30 feet, but the targets must stay within range of the projecting 
mutant. If a target moves out of range while the power is active, the effect is negated for them. The illusion is static and unmoving 
unless the character concentrates on manipulating it, as a full-round action. It is complete for all of the senses. Interaction with a 
phantasm reveals it to be false – remaining only as a translucent outline. The phantasm can be maintained for 5 + MPS modifier 
rounds, and the power can be used once every three hours. 
 
Immunity 
[3] Physical, Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant is immune to a particular form of damage or hazard. Roll a d12 on the table below to determine the exact immunity. 
 
 1 – Ability score & HP drain 5 – Electricity  9 – Paralysis 
 2 – Acid & corrosives 6 – Fire & heat 10 – Poisons & chemicals 
 3 – Cold 7 – Gas attacks 11 – Radiation 
 4 – Disease & biological attacks 8 – Mental attacks 12 – Sonic (concussion) attacks 
 
Intuition 
[1] Mental; Automatic, no MPS 
The character can sense what another creature is about to do just before it acts. They are treated as having the Uncanny Dodge 
Talent, and gain a +4 bonus on any opposed skill check. They also gain a +1 bonus on attack rolls and armour class. All bonuses apply 
against a single target. (This power is not the same as the Intuition Talent.) 
 
Invisibility 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The character can mentally force all living creatures within range (25 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod.) to be unaware of his presence. This 
includes friends or foes. When the power is active, any creature within range or that enters range, must make a Mental Defence save 
against a DC of 10 + MS modifier + MPS modifier + ½ character level (round down) or be unable to sense the mutant in any way 
(including using mutation powers). Any creature that was aware of the mutant before activation or entering range gets a +4 bonus on 
their saving throw. If the mutant makes a successful physical attack on a target, the effect is negated for that creature. It is a standard 
action to activate the power, and a swift action to continue it each round. The power can be used a number of times a day equal to 3 
plus 1 per MPS mod. 
 
Kinetic Absorption 
[2] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant generates a field that absorbs kinetic energy. Anything that is moving in the field loses some velocity. Objects fall slower, 
although the character himself does not. The mutant is considered to have DR 5 + MPS mod vs bludgeoning weapons and DR 2 + 
MPS mod vs slashing & piercing attacks. The character can maintain the field for 5 rounds, plus one round per MPS modifier. After that 
time, he must wait an hour before activating it again. 
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Levitation 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can reverse the effects of gravity upon himself or another object or willing creature. The target rises off the ground and 
floats at a height specified by the character. He cannot control any horizontal motion that might happen as a result of winds or other 
forces. He can lift up to 200 pounds plus 10 pounds per MPS modifier. The target rises at a rate of 20 feet per round. When the power 
is shut off, or moves out of range (50 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod.) the target floats down at the same speed. He can keep this up for 5 + 
MPS modifier rounds. The mutant must wait an hour before using it again. 
 
Life Leech 
[3] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to drain the life force out of any living creature, except normal plants. The character drains 5+ MPS modifier hit 
points from all targets within 30 feet each round. As a swift action, the mutant can make a DC20 Concentration check to alter the radius 
of the effect to be anything between 10 and 30 feet. Once activated, it can be kept active as a move action, for a maximum of 5+ MPS 
modifier rounds. It requires two hours before it can be activated again. Any hit points drained from nearby creatures are first used to 
heal any damage taken, with additional points granting temporary hit points to a maximum of 5 Hp’s per MPS. Temporary HP’s 
remaining after one hour are lost. 
 
Low-Light Vision 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
Characters with low-light vision have eyes that are so sensitive to light that they can see twice as far as normal in dim light. Low-light 
vision is color vision. Characters with low-light vision can see outdoors on a moonlit night as well as they can during the day. The 
character's normal daylight light vision is unaffected. 
 
Magnetic Control 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The character can create a magnetic field anywhere within 20 feet + 5’ per MPS modifier of himself. (Maximum fifty feet.) Once created, 
he can move the field or eliminate it and create a new one. Any iron, nickel, cobalt or steel object can be pulled toward the field. A fist-
sized object moves at 15’ per round. Larger objects move more slowly. Any weight up to 100 pounds plus 25 lbs per MPS modifier can 
be lifted off the ground when the field is one meter away. Every 5’ further away, the weight is that can be lifted is halved. The character 
can pull twice the defined weight across a surface. The power can be kept active for up to five rounds + 1 round/MPS mod. The mutant 
must wait an hour before being able to use it again. Magnetic control can be used to attack machinery (and Live Metal) - the mutant 
makes a mental touch attack against the AC of the machine. A hit does 2d6 + MPS modifier damage to the machine. Each such attack 
counts as three rounds of use. 
 
Mass Mind 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
A mutant with this power (the primary) is able to boost another character's mental powers (the target) by channelling energy from 
himself and anyone with sufficient MS touching him into a target that he is touching. The primary mutant can add 3 + his MPS modifier 
to the mutation power score of the target’s chosen mental power for one round. For example, a character with a mass mind MPS 
modifier of 3 touches a character with mental blast MPS score of 12. The target can now use his mental blast as if it had an MPS of 18. 
If multiple characters are touching the primary, he is able to draw from their Mental Strength to increase the power he channels to the 
target – adding their MS modifier to the bonus he grants. Only sentient, living creatures can contribute. This is a full-round action for the 
primary mutant and a standard action for any assisting. 
 
Mental Battery 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to provide energy for powered items in his or her grasp or otherwise in physical contact with the mutant. If the item 
is removed from contact with the mutant, it loses power immediately. 
The mutant can provide power to any device that uses chemical or hydrogen power cells. The power generated is equal to 50% of a 
Chemical Power Cell, plus 10% per MPS modifier. Once used, the mutant requires a night’s rest to recharge. (Note: a Hydrogen Power 
Cell holds ten times the power of a Chemical Cell.) 
 
Mental Blast 
[3] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can directly attack any living target within a range of 50 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod. If a Mental Attack roll is successful 
against the targets touch armour class, it causes non-lethal damage. The mutant accumulates 1d6 of potential energy every minute, to 
a maximum of 3d6. The mutant can choose to discharge one, two, or three dice (as long as he has that much stored), adding his MPS 
modifier to the total damage. 
 
Mental Control 
[3] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can take control of another creature's body at a maximum distance of 25 feet + 5 feet per MPS modifier. Green Folk can 
only control other plants; New Animals and humans can control each other, but not plants. Brain patterns are too divergent for the 
mutation to work between the plant kingdom and the animal kingdom, but humans and animals are similar enough for it to work 
between them.  
If the target fails a Mental Defence save, their mind becomes dormant, and the mutant takes control of the target’s body for a maximum 
of 5 rounds plus 1 round/MPS mod. The mutant does not automatically know of any of the targets talents, feats, mutations or 
equipment unless he has seen them in use. Anything obvious from the creature's physical form he does know how to use, such as 
natural attacks. The mutant can issue a simple instruction each round as a swift action, or actually manipulate the target’s body (as if 
their own) as a standard action. Control is lost if the target becomes unconscious or is killed, or if the mutant’s own body takes damage. 
If the target takes damage, it gains a new save but at –4 to break control. The mutant cannot use this power again for at least three 
hours. 
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Mental Imitation 
[1] Mental; Activated, no MPS 
The mutant is able to imitate any mental power that he has been effected by within the last 24 hours. The mutant does not have to be 
aware of what the power is to copy it. He still suffers the full effect of the attack, but is able to reproduce the attack and direct it at a 
target within range as if he had the same power and MPS score. He can do this no more than once per day per character level, and 
each imitated power must be different. 
 
Mental Multiplier 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to enhance one of a target’s mental mutations at a distance of up to 25 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod. He can either add 
5 + MPS modifier to the target’s MPS, or double the power’s range (if it has no MPS). The power only affects a single target and 
functions for a single round. Activating this power is a full-round action. The power can be used a number of times a day equal to 3 plus 
1 per MPS mod. 
 
Mental Paralysis 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The character is able to isolate the victim's mind from the voluntary motor centres of his brain. The target must be within a range of 25 
feet plus 5’ per MPS mod, and fail a Health save. The victim falls prone. He can still breathe, his heart beats, his eyes blink, etc; but he 
cannot move his limbs, speak, or control any other muscles. The victim can still use mental powers and sense the world around him 
normally, but his direction of vision will be limited. The effect lasts for 1d6 rounds + 1 round per MPS mod. The power can be used a 
number of times a day equal to 3 plus the MPS mod. 
 
Mental Reflection 
[1] Mental; Automatic, MPS  
The character is able to reflect most mental attacks. Whenever he is allowed a saving throw against a mental attack, he rolls his save 
twice. If one of the rolls if successful, the power fails against him. If both saves are successful, he immediately reflects the power back 
at its originator, who also gets a save against his own power but at a penalty of –4. The original attacker can use any normal defences 
or immunities he possesses. 
 
Metamorphosis 
[3] Physical; Activated, MPS  
The character can transform his body into a duplicate of any creature he touches. Against an unwilling target he must make a 
successful touch attack to begin the transformation, which takes 1d6 rounds. The mutant transforms into an exact duplicate of the 
creature touched and gains the size and physical attributes (Strength, Dexterity and Constitution) of the target, in place of his own. If 
the form has any of the following abilities, he gains those abilities: climb, fly, swim, natural attack, darkvision, low-light vision, and/or 
natural armour. The mutant does not get any other special abilities of the creature he copies. For example, he can duplicate quills, but 
is not able to fire them. He can fly, but not do fancy aerial manoeuvres. The character retains his mental attributes, base saving throws, 
base attack and skill bonuses, as well as physical and mental mutations not affected by the change. He does not copy any clothes, 
armour or possessions. The transformation lasts up to 10 minutes plus 2 minutes per MPS modifier. Metamorphosis cannot be 
activated more than once every two hours. 
 
Molecular Disruption 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to disintegrate nearly any object. Against non-living materials he causes 3d6 + MPS modifier damage per round. 
(Refer PF Core, p175.) The power can be used a maximum of 3 rounds plus MPS mod rounds per day. The rounds of usage do not 
have to be consecutive. If molecular disruption is used against a living creature, a successful mental touch attack against the target 
causes 1d8 + MPS modifier damage. (DR is not effective.) 
 
Multiple Limbs 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The character has 1d4 additional limbs – roll 1d6: 1-3 arms, 4-6 legs. Extra legs are attached at the hip. Extra arms can be attached 
anywhere on the torso, so long as they are still useful to the character. A plant with this mutation gains vines, branches, or roots, which 
serve the same purpose. (“Arm” limbs can be used to make a bash natural attack.) 
Characters with more than two hands treat all hands other than their primary hand as off-hand. They cannot wield weapons in their 
additional hands without taking the Multi-Weapon Fighting Feat. Additional legs grant a +5 enhancement bonus to speed for each extra 
pair. [-1 RR per additional limb.] 
 
New Body Parts 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant grows body parts not normally found on his species. Animal and plant characters can get true arms with hands; snakes can 
get real legs, etc. Whatever the mutant acquires, it should be usable and beneficial. A second head does not gain a second brain, but 
there are two sets of sensory organs (eyes, ears, etc.). Roll a 1d10 on the table below. If the character already has that body part, he 
can choose to get a second set of them or re-roll the acquired parts. [-2 RR.] 
 
 1 – Pair Tentacles  6 – Set of fangs (natural bite attack) 
 2 – Pair of claws (natural attack)  7 – Pair crab-like pincers (natural attack) 
 3 – Pair extra Eyes (+1 Perc)  8 – Pair of arms with true hands 
 4 – A tail  9 – Two legs 
 5 – A second head (+3 Perc) 10 – A pouch (like a marsupial) 
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New Sense 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS 
The mutant has a sense not normally found in nature. Roll 1d6 to determine the nature of the new sense. 
1-3: Electromagnetic Sense – The mutant can sense electromagnetic fields around robots and operational machinery (and even 
charged power cells). 
4-6: Life Force Sense – The mutant can sense life energy emanating from living creatures. Low-order life forms, such as mosses, 
typically radiate only a dim “glow” at best. 
In each case, the power has a range of 50 feet plus 10’ per MPS modifier. The amount of information revealed depends on how long 
you study a particular area or subject. 1st Round: Presence or absence of targets. 2nd Round: Number of targets in range and the 
direction of the closest. 3rd Round: The location of each target within range and a measure of their “power”. If an target is outside of 
line of sight, then only it’s direction is determined. 
 
Oversized Limbs 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The character has arms, legs, tentacles, or vines (or whatever) that are longer than normal. Longer arms, tentacles or vines grant 
reach of 5’. Longer legs give the character a +5 enhancement bonus to his base speed. Only one set of limbs is lengthened. These 
cannot be limbs that both provide movement and tool use, only one or the other. [-1 RR.] 
 
Paralysis 
[2] Physical; Automatic, MPS 
The mutant’s claws, teeth, stinger or hands secrete a powerful paralytic venom. Anyone who takes damage in melee from the 
character's natural weapons must make a Health save or be paralysed for 1d6 rounds plus 1 round per MPS modifier. The save DC 
equals 10 + half the mutants level + MPS mod. It takes the mutant an hour to produce enough venom for another attack. 
 
Parasite 
[2] Physical; Activated, no MPS 
The mutant gains the ability to latch onto the "life force" of other beings and drain some of it to his own body. The mutant must make a 
touch attack on his target to use this power. The target suffers 1d8 points of damage, which the mutant receives as healing. The target 
can make a Health save to halve the damage taken. The save DC equals 10 + half the mutants level + CON mod. Any healing that 
exceeds the mutant’s normal hit point total become temporary hit points. Any temporary HP’s gained are lost in 1 hour. If the mutant 
has a natural attack, they can activate this power as part of that attack. 
 
Photogeneration 
[2] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to generate a tremendously bright flash of light from a specific part of his body (hands, eyes, hair, etc.) chosen by 
the player. This flash affects every creature (including Live Metal) within 30 feet (60’ in the dark) who fails a Reflex save. (DC = 10 + 
MPS mod + ½ level.) If the targets were looking in the direction of the mutant, they are blinded for 1d4+MPS rounds; otherwise (unless 
specifically warned about the flash) they are dazzled for 1 round. The mutant cannot be blinded or dazzled by bright light. He can store 
enough light for three flashes, but it takes two hours to regenerate a used flash. As an alternative to the sudden light discharge, the 
mutant can use up a flash to glow with a light equal to normal daylight for 10 + MPS modifier rounds. The glow this creates illuminates 
a 30’ radius area. 
 
Photosynthetic Skin 
[1] Physical; Automatic, no MPS 
The mutant does not need to eat if he spends at least three hours a day in sunlight (six hours in dim light). He can be moving and 
taking normal actions during this time. He still needs to drink normal amounts of water. For each hour spent in the sun, he heals 1d6 hit 
points of damage. 
 
Plant/Animal Control 
[3] Mental; Activated, MPS  
Plant/animal control is the same as mental control, but it works on plants if the character is human or animal, and on humans and 
animals if the character is a plant. It does not function on creatures with the same mental makeup as the character. 
 
Poison 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The mutant can generate a poison that is delivered by a natural attack, such as a bite, claws, horns, spit, sting, etc. The mutant can 
store enough poison for three successful attacks. It takes three hours to regenerate one dose. The mutant is immune to his own 
poison, and gains a +2 bonus on Health saves vs poison. The damage caused is either to Strength, Constitution or Dexterity, 
determined randomly. 
Type: Injury; Save: Health DC10 plus half the mutant’s level plus MPS modifier. Onset: 1 round; Frequency: 1/round for 4 rounds; 
Effect: 1d4 damage; Cure: 2 consecutive saves. 
 
Poison Sap 
[2] Plant; Automatic, MPS 
Anytime the plant is injured in combat, it exudes a thick, sticky sap from the wound that is poisonous. Any creature striking (or struck 
by) the wounded plant must make a DC 15 reflex save or make contact with the poison. The sap hardens to a non-toxic resin within an 
hour. It can be used to coat weapons - the plant must suffer a wound of at least 2 points to coat a dagger, or up to 5 points to coat a 
sword blade, with one dose. The plant character may not be happy to donate a significant amount of its sap. The Plant is immune to 
the effects of its own sap and any contact poison that causes Con damage. 
Type: Contact; Save: Health DC10 plus half the plant’s level plus MPS modifier. Onset: 1 round; Frequency: 1/round for 4 rounds; 
Effect: 1d4 Con damage; Cure: 2 consecutive saves. 
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Poisonous Thorns 
[2] Plant; Permanent, MPS  
The plant's body is covered with small thorns. Anyone making strong contact with the plant (grappling, or a successful attack with a 
natural or light weapon) is scratched if they have less than a +5 armour or natural armour bonus. The thorns are coated in a poisonous 
dew that is constantly secreted, but dries out quickly, making it impractical to transfer the poison to weapons or to try and store it. The 
damage caused is either to Strength, Constitution or Dexterity, determined randomly. Type: injury; Save Health DC10 plus half the 
mutant’s level plus MPS modifier. Onset 1 round; Frequency 1/round for 4 rounds; Effect 1d4 damage; Cure 2 consecutive saves. 
 
Probability Shift 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to adjust the laws of probability. The mutant gains a pool of 5 points + 1 per MPS modifier that can be used to add 
to any ability or skill checks, saving throw, or attack roll that he makes each day. The power is activated as a swift action, and must be 
declared before the die roll is made. He cannot add more than 2 points to any roll. 
 
Projectile Thorns 
[1] Plant; Activated, MPS 
The plant has many pointed thorns growing on its body. A number of them (max 5+ MPS modifier) are much larger and very sharp. The 
plant can fire these thorns as a ranged attack, with a 20’ range increment. They will penetrate any soft material including thin wood, but 
not stone or metal. Each thorn causes 1d6 + STR modifier in damage. The plant is able to regrow 1d4 thorns overnight. (If the plant is 
large, these thorns cause 1d8 + Str mod. Damage.) 
 
Psychometry 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to read the past of any item (not living creatures) he touches. Those events most charged with emotion come 
through the clearest. He can use his power as often as he wishes, but only once a day per individual object. The psychic impressions 
fade with time, but are reinforced by a sentient creature handling and using the object. The character rolls a Mental check of 1d20 + MS 
mod + MPS mod against a DC determined below. The GM may choose to apply a bonus or penalty for extremely emotional events 
associated with the object, or for the lack of them. If successful he gains a +3 bonus on Examine Artefacts skill checks. For example, 
an ID card is being read with psychometry by a character. His adjusted die roll is 13 – he becomes aware of events involving the object 
that occurred within the last week. 
 
 Last Used DC Last Used DC 
 1 hour  9  1 year 17 
 4 hours 10  5 years 18 
 1 day 11 10 years 20 
 1 week 12 20 years 25 
 1 month 15 50 years 30 
 
Pyro/Cryokinesis  
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant has the ability to change the temperature in an area. Roll 1d6. On a 1—3, he has the ability to increase (pyrokinesis) the 
temperature. On a 4—6, can decrease (cryokinesis) it. The power has a range of 50 feet plus 5 feet per MPS modifier, and affects 
either an area with a 5’ radius, or a single small or medium sized target. If the target is a creature (or a held object) the mutant requires 
a successful mental touch attack. To activate the power is full-round action, and maintaining it is a standard action. Initially, the mutant 
heats (or cools) an area, causing 1d6 points of damage to anything within the target area. On each successive round pyrokinesis or 
cryokinesis causes an additional 1d6 of damage, up to a maximum of 6d6 damage. The mutant can maintain the power for a maximum 
of 3 + MPS modifier rounds. After that he cannot use it again for three hours. If he stops during the build-up of power, he cannot 
resume or reactivate the power. Mutants with pyro/cryokinesis take half damage from heat/cold damage (respectively). 

Once damage reaches 3d6, flammable materials will catch fire (pyrokinesis), or water will freeze (cyrokinesis). If pyro/cryokinesis is 

applied to an object, a creature continuing to hold the object will take damage as it heats or cools. 
 
Quantum Action 
[1] Mental; Activated, no MPS 
Type: Positive Major 
The mutant gains a subconscious quantum ability to assess and revise probabilities in her immediate surroundings. When faced with a 
difficult situation, she may instantly access the probability matrix of the action she is attempting and choose a reality where success 
occurs. The mutant may, after a failed die roll, declare that she uses this power. She then succeeds automatically in the action she was 
attempting (as if the roll was a natural 20). If the action in question is an attack, she automatically scores a critical hit. This power may 
only be used once every 24 hours. 
 
Quills/Spines 
[2] Physical; Activated/Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant may choose whether they have either quills (like those of a porcupine) all over his body, or ridges of spines along his back, 
arms, legs and tail (if he has one). [-2 RR] 
Quills: The mutant can fire 1d4 quills as a ranged attack using the small, pressurized air sacs at the base of each. Each quill does 1d4 
damage (if small or medium sized) and has a range increment of 10 feet. (1d6 damage if large.) Multiple opponents can be targeted, 
but they must all be within 15’ of each other. The mutant can only fire a volley of quills every three rounds. 
Spines cannot be fired, but make the mutant a formidable unarmed combatant. In unarmed combat, he adds 1d6 piercing damage to 
any successful strike, if small or medium sized. (1d8 if large.) When struck by an unarmed opponent (or one using a natural attack), the 
opponent must make a DC 15 Reflex save or suffer 1d6 damage. If grappled, the opponent must make a DC 20 Reflex save or suffer 
1d6 damage. 
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Radiating Eyes 
[2] Physical; Activated, MPS  
The mutant has the ability to project a beam of radiation through its eyes, up to a range of 25 feet plus 5 feet per MPS modifier. If the 
mutant makes a successful ranged touch attack, a target suffers 2d6 radiation damage and must make a Health save or be sickened 
for a number of rounds equal to 5 +MPS modifier. The DC is equal to 10 + MPS mod + ½ level. (This damage cannot cause mutations, 
and only results in temporary radiation sickness.) The power can be used a number of times a day equal to 2 + MPS modifier. The 
mutant gains a +4 bonus to Health saves vs radiation, and their eyes always have a faint glow. 
 
Repulsion 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant has the ability to project a beam of force that attempts to repulse all things along a line from the mutant. The line extends 
up to 20 feet, plus 5 feet per MPS modifier. All creatures (and unattended objects) not more than one size category larger than the 
mutant are subjected to a bull rush. A roll of 1d20 + BA + MS mod + MPS mod (instead of the mutant’s CMB), is compared against the 
CMD of each opponent. If the “attack” is successful, a target is pushed back 5 feet. For every 5 by which the attack exceeds the 
opponent’s CMD, the target is pushed back an additional 5 feet. Any opponent that strikes a solid object (or is hit by one) takes 1d6 
non-lethal damage per 10’ of movement. The power can be used a number of times a day equal to 3 + MPS modifier. 
 
Razor-Edged Leaves 
[1] Plant; Automatic, no MPS 
The plant's surface is covered in dangerous leaves. They look normal and safe, but each has a serrated edge that can cut and tear soft 
materials. If the plant has a natural attack, it gains an additional +1d6 slashing damage. Any creature grappling the plant takes 2d6 
damage each round from the leaves. Anyone striking the plant with an unarmed or natural attack suffers 1d6 points of damage, unless 
they succeed on a DC20 Reflex save. 
 
Shape Change 
[2] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to assume the form of any living creature (PSH, altered human, new animal or plant) of his size category that he has 
seen. If the form has any of the following abilities, you gain that ability: climb, fly, swim, natural attack. The mutant does not get any 
special abilities of the creature he imitates. For example, he can duplicate quills, but is not able to fire them. He can fly, but not do fancy 
aerial maneuvers. The character retains his attributes, saving throws, attack and skill bonuses, as well as physical and mental 
mutations not affected by the change. Clothing or equipment is never affected or duplicated. The change lasts for 20 minutes +5 
min/MPS modifier. Afterward the mutant can't shape change for another three hours. 
 
Size Change 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant is larger or smaller than normal. Roll 1d6: 1-3 larger, 4-6 smaller. Roll another d6 and multiply it by 10%. This is the 
percentage of size change from the previously determine height. Weight is increased or decreased by the same amount. There is no 
change to the characters ability scores, or base speed. If the character is no longer medium in size, the following applies: 
Small Characters: +1 AC, +1 Attack, +4 Stealth. (Less than 4’ 6” high.) 
Large Characters: -1 AC, -1 Attack, -4 Stealth.  (7’ - 13’ high.) 
 
Skeletal Enhancement 
[1] Physical; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant's skeleton is far stronger than normal. He takes only half damage from bludgeoning weapons and falling damage. 
 
Smoke Cloud 
[1] Physical; Activated, MPS 
The mutant is able to produce a cloud of black, oily smoke, effectively blinding everyone within. The cloud instantly engulfs everything 
around the mutant within a radius of 15 feet + 5’ per MPS modifier, and remains in effect for 2 rounds + 1 round per MPS mod, after 
which it disappears almost instantly. The cloud blocks light in its confines, granting the mutant (and everyone else in the cloud) total 
concealment. The mutant cannot see in her own ink cloud, but she is immune to attacks of opportunity made within the cloud except 
from opponents who can somehow see within the cloud or can use a sense other than sight for targeting. The power requires an hour 
before it can be used again. 
 
Sonic Blast 
[3] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The character is able to project a beam of focused sub-sonic sound, as a ranged touch attack. It does 2d6 + MPS modifier of sonic 
damage. Maximum range is 20 feet plus 5’ per MPS mod. Fragile or brittle objects, such as glass, which fall within the area of effect, 
are likely to break or shatter. (Subject to GM decision.) The mutant can use this attack a number of times a day equal to 5 + MPS 
modifier. The character takes half damage from sonic and concussion attacks. 
 
Sonic Scream 
[3] Physical; Activated, MPS 
Both the character's lungs and vocal chords mutate, allowing her to emit a powerful sonic scream. This ability has two forms – roll 1d6 
when the mutation is gained. The sound is either audible (1-3) or subsonic (4-6). The power causes 2d6 + MPS modifier points of sonic 
damage to all within range. The area of effect is a cone with a range of 20 feet plus 5’ per MPS modifier. All in range may make a 
Health save for half damage and those who fail are deafened for 2d6 rounds. The DC is equal to 10 + MPS mod + ½ level. The mutant 
can use this attack a number of times a day equal to 3 + MPS modifier. 
 
Sound Imitation 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, no MPS 
The mutant is able to replicate any sound that he has heard in the last 24 hours. He can hear most sound frequencies. If he copies 
voices, he uses the exact words he heard spoken – this does not give him understanding of languages he doesn’t know, or recreate 
sonic attack forms. This power does not count as the ‘Vocal’ trait for animals and plants. 
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Spore Cloud 
[2] Plant; Activated, MPS  
The plant has spore sacks that it can throw or propel as a ranged touch attack. The attack has a range increment of 15 feet, and the 
spores burst in a 5’ radius. Any living creatures in the area of effect must make a Health save, or become nauseated for 1d4 rounds 
plus 1 round per MPS mod. The DC is equal to 10 + MPS mod + ½ level. The plant can have a maximum of 5 + MPS modifier sacks. It 
can replace a single used sack overnight. 
 
Stinger  
[1] Physical; Activated/Automatic, MPS 
The mutant sports a tail similar to a scorpion's, starting from his lower back and arcing overhead. Its length is the same as the 
characters height. It cannot be concealed under clothes. The tail is quick and agile. Every other round, he can make a full attack action 
that includes tail attack at his full base attack bonus. In addition, he can make an extra attack of opportunity every round with the tail. 
When it hits, it inflicts 2d6 points of damage and may poison the target. [-2 RR] 
Type: injury; Save Health DC10 + ½ level + MPS modifier. Onset 1 round; Frequency 1/round for 4 rounds; Effect 1d3 damage; Cure 2 
consecutive saves. The damage caused is either to Strength, Constitution or Dexterity, determined randomly. 
 
Stunning Force 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The character releases a mental blast of force in a cone-shaped burst. The range is 25 feet +5 feet per MPS modifier. All living 
creatures in the area of effect that fail a Mental Defence save are staggered for 1d6 rounds. Once he has used this power, the mutant 
cannot use it again for three hours. 
 
Summoning 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The character can send out a telepathic call for a particular species of creature. To do so, he must have a firm mental image of what he 
wishes to summon. If such a creature is within range, (100 feet plus 10 feet/MPS mod.) it makes a Mental Defence save or falls under 
the control of the mutant for the next 2d6 rounds + 1 per MPS mod. If the mutant can communicate clearly with the creature, he can 
issue instructions as he wishes and be obeyed to the best of the creature’s ability. If the creature makes the saving throw, it is free 
willed and may decide to answer the summons out of curiosity or ignore it. The power can be used only once in a 24 hour period. If no 
creature is within range when summoned, the mutant can try to use the power again after one hour. 
 
Telekinesis 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
This mutation is similar to the Telekinesis talents, and cannot be gained by an Esper. 
The mutant is able to move non-living objects up to 25 feet away, plus 5 feet for every MPS modifier point, with his mind. He can lift a 
maximum of 10 pounds per point of MPS. Telekinesis cannot be used for fine manipulations, like a hand operating a machine. It can 
only lift, carry, move, throw or rotate an object. It can hold but not wield a weapon. Throwing an object lifted is treated as a mental 
attack against the AC of the target. Damage for a thrown object is 1d6 damage per 10 pounds (+ MPS mod) but with a –2 penalty to 
the attack roll for every 10 pounds above the first ten. 
 
Telekinetic Flight 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to lift himself with telekinesis. He can fly at a maximum speed of 15 feet + 5 per MPS modifier per round, as long as 
not carrying a heavy load. The power can be used for a number of minutes per day equal to 60 plus 20 minutes per MPS modifier. The 
time the power is used for does not have to be consecutive. (MPS determines manoeuvrability: <8 Poor, 9-14 Average, 15-20 Good, 
21+ Perfect.) 
 
Telekinetic Hand 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS 
Similar to telekinesis, this power allows the mutant to manipulate objects with his mind up to 25 meters away, plus 5 meters for every 
MPS modifier point. The “hand” can make fine manipulations that telekinesis cannot, but can’t lift anything weighing over 10 pounds. 
The hand is treated as having a Dexterity equal to the MPS score, and a Strength of half that. It can wield weapons that the mutant is 
proficient with. 
 
Telepathy 
[1] Mental; Activated, MPS  
This mutation is similar to the Telepathy talent, and cannot be gained by an Esper. 
The mutant may attempt to read the surface thoughts of any target visible to him or her, within a range of 25 + 5 feet per MPS modifier. 
The target may make a Mental Defence save to resist the attempt. If the save is failed, the mutant may make a DC10 Concentrate 
check (as a swift action) each round to maintain contact for up to 2 rounds + 1 per MPS mod. The mutant is also able to send a simple 
message, as a free action, to either one target or all creatures within range. 
 
Teleport Object 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant can teleport any unattended non-living object from one place to another. The object must be visible and within 30 feet. The 
object cannot weigh more than 20 pounds plus 10 pounds per MPS modifier. The destination can be somewhere the mutant knows or 
has seen within range, or he can simply specify a direction and distance, at the same altitude. Maximum range is 50 feet plus 10 feet 
per MPS modifier. The power cannot be used more than once per hour. 
 
Teleportation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant can teleport himself to another location within a range of 50 feet plus 10 feet per MPS modifier. The destination can be 
somewhere the mutant knows or has seen within range, or he can simply specify a direction and distance, at the same altitude. The 
minimum distance travelled is always 50 feet. He can only teleport himself and anything he can normally carry. The power can be used 
a number of times a day equal to 3 plus the MPS modifier. 
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Temporal Compression 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can “compress” time around himself, in effect, speeding up the affected individuals relative to those not affected. The 
mutant can affect himself and up to 1 other creature plus 1 per MPS modifier, each gaining the hasted condition. The mutant can 
maintain the power for 1d6 rounds plus 1 round per MPS modifier point, minimum 1 round. He can activate the power not more than 
twice in a period of 24 hours and affected targets must be within 30 feet. 
 
Temporal Dilation 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS 
The mutant can “dilute” time around himself, in effect, slowing down the affected individuals relative to those not affected. The mutant 
can affect two creatures plus 1 per MPS modifier, each gaining the slowed condition. The mutant can maintain the power for 1d6 
rounds plus 1 round per MPS modifier point, minimum 1 round. He can activate the power not more than twice in a period of 24 hours 
and affected targets must be within 30 feet. 
 
Thorns 
[1] Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The plant's body is covered with sharp thorns or spines. Any creature grappling or striking the plant with an unarmed or natural attack 
takes 1d6 + MPS mod in piercing damage each round. The thorns cannot damage hard materials such as stone or metal. The plant 
can strike with a vine, branch, or limb as a natural attack that causes 1d6 damage plus MPS modifier. (If it already has a natural attack, 
the thorns add 1 + MPS modifier to the damage that attack causes.) Damage stated is for a medium size plant. (1d4 if small, 1d8 if 
large.) 
 
Total Healing 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic, MPS  
The character can heal lost hit points at a rate greater than normal, and even regrow lost or damaged body parts. The character heals 
a number of hit points each minute equal to 2 + MPS modifier, minimum 1 point. A lost limb or body part is completely restored within 
24 hours. The mutant also gains a +2 enhancement bonus on Health saves vs disease, poison and radiation. 
 
Transfusion 
[1] Physical, Plant; Activated, MPS  
The mutant is able to heal another living creature by touching them and transferring some of his life-force. As a full-round action, the 
mutant can heal 5 + MPS modifier points of damage, but doing so means that he suffers 1d6 points of damage. Plants can only use 
this power on other plants. People and animals can only use this power on other people or animals. The power can be used a number 
of times per day equal to 5 + MPS modifier. 
 
Ultravision 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent, no MPS 
The mutant is able to see virtually any form of energy. He can see normally at night using ultraviolet light. He can detect the magnetic 
fields of machines and power cells. He can see all energy attack forms, including lasers. 
 
Vocal Imitation 
[1] Physical; Activated, no MPS 
The character can imitate normal sounds from any source that he has heard in the last 24 hours. He can duplicate the sound of a 
person's voice or an animal noise. Unlike sound imitation, the mutant can make up his own words or make any noise that could 
believably come from the creature being imitated. He cannot imitate sonic attacks, or sounds he is not able to hear. If an animal gains 
this mutation, it counts as the Vocal humanoid trait. 
 
Will Force 
[2] Mental; Activated, MPS  
The mutant can increase any one of his own mental mutations or mental attributes (Intelligence, Mental Strength or Charisma) by using 
this power. The mutation or attribute increases by 3 + MPS modifier (maximum 10) for 5 + MPS modifier rounds. The power initially 
functions once per day. For every third level the character has obtained they gain an additional use per day. 
 
Wings 
[1] Physical; Permanent, MPS  
The mutant has wings that allow him to fly. They give him a flying speed of 25 feet +5’ per MPS modifier. They have a wingspan equal 
to the character’s height. The player can choose to have either feathered or leathery wings. (MPS determines manoeuvrability: <8 
Poor, 9-14 Average, 15-20 Good, 21+ Perfect.) [-2 RR.] 
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MUTATION DEFECTS: 
 
Mutation defects have the same format as other mutations. No defect has a mutation power score. 
 
Achilles Heel (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent 
The mutant has a crucial weakness in a particular body location. The player can pick any point on his body, such as a fist-sized place 
on his head, his stomach, one limb, etc. Plants should choose a similar place on their bodies. If opponents are aware of the weakness, 
they can target it with a called shot. A hit on that location, or a natural attack roll of ‘20’ against the character leaves the character 
shaken for one round, in addition to other effects. 
 
Allergy (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent 
The mutant suffers a reaction to an ordinary substance, such as pollen, iron or milk. Each round he is in contact with the substance 
(breathing, touching, eating, etc.), the mutant is sickened. If contact is prolonged, or the quantity of the substance is great, the mutant 
must make a DC15 Health save or be nauseated for 1d6 rounds. Roll a d20 on the table below for the allergy: 
 
 1 Pollen 6 Specific plant 11 Animal fur 16 Paint 
 2 Clay  7 Digested meat 12 Salt 17 Bone 
 3 Oil 8 Silver or gold 13 Wood & paper 18 Cotton or wool 
 4 Plastic 9 Leather 14 Feathers 19 Soap 
 5 Iron 10 Specific mineral  15 Specific Animal 20 Specific drug 
The player may choose a “specific” substance as long as the GM approves. 
 
Attraction Odour (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent 
Humans and animals with attraction odour have a strong, musky scent, while plants smell sweet and perfumed. Mutants with this 
defect can automatically be tracked up to a mile away by any mutant with heightened smell or by predators. In the wilderness, the 
mutant is twice as likely to attract the attention of a predator. Giant insects or herbivore grazers are usually attracted to plants that have 
this defect. 
 
Body Change (D) 
[1] Physical; Permanent 
Some parts of the mutant's body are altered in a cosmetic way. These alterations have no significant game effect upon the character. 
None of these mutations should allow the character an extra ability, or disability, of any significance. The mutant roll 1d20 on the 
following table and then choose a second alteration. [-1 RR] 
 
 1 - Odd skin colour  8 - Crest 15 - Scales/feathers 
 2 - Has only one eye  9 - Vestigial wings 16 - Sagging folds of skin 
 3 - Extra fingers 10 - Misplaced facial feature 17 - Misshapen head 
 4 - Odd hair colour 11 - Bony skull ridge 18 - Patches of fur/skin 
 5 - Webbed fingers 12 - Mane / bristles 19 - Non-prehensile tail 
 6 - Forked tongue 13 - Transparent skin 20 - Enlarged facial feature 
 7 - Antennae 14 - Completely hairless  
 
Chemical Susceptibility (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent 
The character has a -5 penalty on all Health saving throws against poisons, drugs or other toxic chemicals. He gets drunk twice as 
quickly as a normal character, typically from just one cup of an alcoholic beverage. 
 
Diminished Sense (D) 
[1] Physical; Permanent 
The mutant has one sense much weaker than usual. Roll a d6 to determine which one is affected. On a roll of 6, the player may choose 
which sense. The mutant suffers a –4 penalty to all Perception skill checks using the effected sense. 
 
1  Sight. The mutant is nearsighted and is unable to distinguish anything other than motion beyond 60 feet. 
2  Hearing. The mutant is partially deaf and is unable to hear normal conversation beyond 10 feet, or loud noises beyond 30 feet. 
3  Touch. The mutant skin lacks nerve endings. He is unable to feel heat or cold, wet or dry. He is unable to feel pain from wounds, but 
will be aware of being struck by attacks. The mutant is unable to feel when an object is slipping from his hands. 
4  Smell. The mutant has no sense of smell, and is unaware of non-visible attack forms, such as gas. 
5  Taste. The mutant has no sense of taste, and is unaware of ingested poisons or chemicals. 
 
Doubled Pain (D) 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
The character suffers more than the normal amount of pain when wounded, so great that it interferes with his ability to think and act. If 
the mutant is reduced to one-quarter (or less) of his total hit points, or takes damage in one round that exceeds his Constitution, he 
suffers a -2 penalty on all attack & damage rolls, ability & skill checks and saving throws until he receives healing.  
 
Energy Sensitivity (D) 
[2] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
The character feels pain, and is sickened at any time he is within 10 feet of a large energy source, such as a robot, car, force field, etc. 
Small items, such as a hand-held device that uses a power cell, cause no penalty. The mutant takes an additional 10% damage from 
energy attacks. The GM might choose to have a mutant with energy sensitivity take damage in the presence of powerful energy fields. 
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Extreme Metabolism (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
This mutation manifests itself as a constant feeling of hunger. The character's metabolism is too efficient for her own good, as all of the 
food she consumes is quickly used up. Typically, characters with this mutation are thin. 
The mutant is constantly hungry, and needs to eat four times as much food/water as is normal for their genotype. If she cannot eat 
enough, she becomes fatigued until she gets enough food. In a situation where starvation is a risk, she deteriorates four times faster 
than usual. If a mutant goes longer than 3 hours without eating, she becomes extremely irritable. A plant with this defect must root itself 
near a water source for at least ten minutes every four hours, or have at least half a gallon of water poured over it. 
 
Fadeout (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
The mutant has a tendency to suffer mental blackouts during times of high stress. This is a result of his adrenal glands secreting 
depressants rather than adrenaline. On the first round that an opponent targets the mutant in combat or in another high-stress 
situation, the Mutant must make a Mental Defence save against a DC of 15, or be dazed for 1 round. 
 
Hostility Field (D) 
[1] Mental; Automatic 
The character constantly projects a mental field that makes creatures irritable and quarrelsome. This field has a 10-foot radius. The 
mutant has a –4 penalty on any Bluff, Diplomacy and Intimidate skill checks. Any creature first entering the field gets a negative first 
impression of the character, and may even actively dislike him. Those aware of the problem, and who have spent a week or more in 
the character's company at some time, are immune to its effects. 
 
Mentally Defenceless (D) 
[2] Mental; Permanent 
The character does not have a strong will and suffers a –4 penalty to all Mental Defence saving throws. In addition, he may never take 
the Iron Will feat. 
 
Monster (D) 
[2] Physical; Permanent 
Muscles swell and flesh toughens as the mutant’s body becomes larger and bulkier. He gains a +2 bonus to both Strength and 
Constitution, and a –2 penalty to both Dexterity and Charisma. The character grows 2d4+2”, gains 10 lb’s per inch grown. Any armour 
worn needs to be modified to suit his larger frame and costs 10% more than usual. The character has a –2 penalty on attacks and skill 
checks involving weapons & equipment that are small or delicate due to the size of his hands/fingers. [-1 RR] 
 
Nocturnal (D) 
[2] Physical; Automatic 
The character normally sleeps during the day and is active at night. He gains Low-light Vision, but suffers a –3 penalty to all attack 
rolls, skill checks and saving throws during daylight. 
 
Periodic Amnesia (D) 
[1] Mental; Automatic, no MPS 
In times of stress (eg: when first attacked in combat), the mutant has a chance of forgetting recent events. If the mutant fails a DC20 
Mental Defence save, they forget all things that occurred within the last 1d6 hours. An amnesia check cannot occur more than once per 
hour. The GM decides if a penalty or bonus applies to the saving throw based on the amount of stress the mutant is placed under. 
Characters, who forget a period of time, can be "reinformed" of the missing information by their companions (provided their companions 
know the information). While they then technically still do not remember, they can function as if they did. An Esper with the Improved 
Telepathy talent can allow a mutant to make a new saving throw, which if successful restores the most recently lost memories. 
 
Phobia (D) 
[1] Mental; Automatic 
The character has an unreasonable fear of something. When confront by the object of his fear, he must make a Mental Strength saving 
throw against a DC of 20 or become panicked. If the save is failed by 5 points or less, he is merely shaken. Roll 1d20 for the type of 
Phobia. 
 
 1 – Open spaces  11 – Heights  
 2 – Bright light  12 – Crowds 
 3 – Darkness  13 – A particular animal 
 4 – Loud noises  14 – Insects or spiders  
 5 – Disease,   15 – Machines or robots 
 6 – Being touched   16 – Small spaces 
 7 – Blood  17 – High speeds 
 8 – Sentient plants  18 – Being alone 
 9 – Fire  19 – Pure strain humans 
10 – Water  20 – Being underground 
 
Photodependent (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
The character requires almost constant light to stay conscious. An hour of activity in darkness makes him fatigued, two hours 
exhausted. He requires at least ten full minutes of bright or normal light without activity to allow him to act normally. The character can 
never be sunburned or harmed by normal sunlight. 
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Poor Respiration (D) 
[1] Physical; Automatic 
The mutant cannot take deep breaths, nor hold his breath for longer than a number of rounds equal to half his Constitution score 
(round down). If he spends an equal number of rounds in strenuous activity (fighting, climbing, etc.), he must make a DC20 Health save 
or become fatigued. If activity continues, each round the save is repeated with a cumulative penalty of –1 to the roll. To complete 
strenuous activities that take a long time, the character needs twice as much time as normal because of the frequent rest breaks he is 
forced to take. 
 
Rage (D) 
[1] Mental; Automatic 
The mutant often feels annoyed or irritated by things around them and has the tendency to lose control and go berserk when harmed. 
Any time that the mutant takes damage, they must make a DC20 Mental Defence save or go berserk – calling upon inner reserves of 
strength and ferocity to strike back at his attacker. (They must make this save each time they are damaged, until they either enter a 
rage, or combat is over.) While raging, the mutant gains a +4 morale bonus to Strength, but takes a –2 penalty to Armor Class and 
Mental Defence saves. He will focus his attacks on the individual who attacked him until that opponent is down, and then turn to the 
next closest opponent. They will not use ranged weapons or activate mental powers. The rage lasts until the combat is over. 
 
Seizures (D) 
[2] Mental; Automatic 
Whenever the character enters a stressful situation (GM decision), he has a chance of having a seizure. The mutant must succeed at a 
DC20 Health save, or begins to suffer uncontrollable shaking. He is considered dazed for 1d6 rounds. The character has no knowledge 
of what is happening around him at this time. 
 
Skin Structure Change (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
Roll 1d4 on the table below to determine the specific change to the mutant’s surface or skin. 
 
1. Sensitive. The mutant suffers +1 damage per die from energy attacks. 
2. Luminescent - The mutant’s skin glows faintly. It makes him visible at night, but is not bright enough to serve as a light source. He 
has a –8 penalty of all Stealth checks in darkness. 
3. Hydrophobic – Contact with moisture makes him uncomfortable and he suffers a –1 penalty to attack rolls, saving throws and skill 
checks for 1d6 rounds. If even partially immersed, he suffers 1d6 damage per round. If a plant, root contact to draw moisture when 
resting is fine, but moisture on leaves/branches causes a reaction. 
4. Hydrophilic – Hot and dry conditions make the mutant uncomfortable, suffering a –1 penalty to attack rolls, saving throws and skill 
checks. If unable to drink or contact moisture for more than three hours, he takes 1d6 non-lethal damage each hour. 
 
Split Personality (D),  
[2] Mental; Automatic,  
The character has a secondary personality that may emerge in times of stress. This personality gains 2 mutation points that must be 
spent on mental mutations. During times of stress (determined by the GM), the mutant must make a DC20 Mental Defence save or the 
second personality seizes control of the body. This secondary personality hates the dominant personality. This does not mean that it 
hates the other characters in the group. They must deal with it as a separate individual. It does not have access to any mental 
mutations the mutant has except its own. It has its own Intelligence, Mental Strength and Charisma. An hour after the stressful period 
has ended; the dominant personality regains control of the character's body. This mutation is only allowed if the player agrees to role-
play a second personality. Let the player determine the personality of his alter ego, within reason. Roll each mental attribute on 4d6, 
ignoring the lowest roll, assign & adjust for genotype. This can mean that Mental Defence and certain Skills will be different when the 
secondary personality is active - if the player wishes to, they may assign a second set of skill points.  
 
Stench (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Automatic 
This mutation causes the character's sweat, breath and other body odours to become extremely strong. If a plant, the mutant’s leaves 
give off a very strong unpleasant odour. While the smell isn't unbearable, it's definitely unpleasant enough for people to avoid spending 
much time around the character if they can help it, and to maintain a bit of a distance when talking to the character. The mutant has a –
2 penalty on skill checks and any action where the outcome depends on peoples' reactions. If she is meeting the other party for the first 
time the penalty is -4. If the character is communicating with someone at a distance, the penalty doesn't apply. Anyone trying to track 
the character by scent gets a +4 circumstance bonus. 
 
Tribal Mentality (D) 
[1] Mental; Automatic 
Type: Mental, Negative Minor 
The mutant's tendency to follow the lead of those he considers his allies is unusually strong. It is exceedingly difficult for him to lead 
others, and even voicing his own opinions is hand. If the character is in a group of more than three people, he automatically starts to 
agree with them, follow their lead and do as they do. If he wants to resist the effects, he needs make a Mental Defence save against 
DC 15. Add +1 to the DC for every person in the group beyond the first three. If he is merely trying to voice an opinion but not actually 
resisting the urge to follow the group's initiative, he receives a +5 bonus on his save. 
 
Weakness (D) 
[1] Physical, Plant; Permanent 
Type: Negative Minor 
The mutant’s skin or surface is weak or softer and easily damaged. This results in a -1 penalty to natural AC. 
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14. RADIATION: 
 
Radiation exposure generally comes from one of two causes – artefact weapons or exposure to an irradiated object or area. 
All radiation damage is a burn. Creatures immune to fire or heat damage still take damage; they must specifically be immune to 
radiation to avoid damage. 
 

1. Artefacts. Artefact weapons cause immediate damage that is considered to be of moderate intensity. This radiation damage 
never causes mutation. If a DC 15 Health save is failed, the target has radiation poisoning. There is no secondary damage. 

2. Radiation Source. After the onset time has passed, a creature takes the initial damage. A successful Health save reduces 
initial damage by half, rounding down. Anyone who takes even a point of damage from exposure has radiation poisoning, and 
are sickened until cured. Anyone who continues to be exposed to radiation takes aditional 1d6 damage for each time period 
that passes (equal to the onset), with no save. 

 
Intensity Onset Save DC Initial Secondary 
 
Weak (1-4) 12 hours 10 1d6 1 Con  
Moderate (5-8) 1 hour 15 2d6 1d2 Con 
Strong (9-14) 1 minute 20 3d6 1d3 Con 
Intense (15-20) 1 round 25 4d6 1d4 Con 
 
Secondary damage occurs 24 hours after exposure, and is checked again each day. Rest does not restore lost Con points and normal 
HP restoration (from rest) is reduced to half normal. A creature who’s Constitution is reduced to zero dies. The Heal skill can be used to 
treat radiation sickness, as can some artefacts. 
 
Exposure to a strong or higher intensity radiation means that the creature may gain a mutation. Any creature that contracts radiation 
poisoning and is cured gains 1 mutation point. They make a Health save vs the DC of the radiation intensity to which they were 
exposed and may add half their character level as a bonus. If this save is failed, the mutation point can only be used to obtain a Defect, 
not a Positive Mutation. There is a 50% chance that any positive mutation gained is a Physical/Plant mutation. (Note: PSH do not make 
this Health check, as they never gain mutation points from radiation exposure.)  
 
 

15. EQUIPMENT: 
 

 
Weapon & Armour Tables: 
 
Brace With a readied action gain double damage vs charge 
Double Fight as with two weapons (1-hand & light) 
Reach Can strike opponents 10' away 
Trip Can drop to avoid trip after a failed trip attempt 
Burst Fires 3 shells at one target. -4 penalty to attack roll, +2 dice. 
Autofire (AF) Fires 10 shells, no attack roll. Targets a 10x10' area 
 
A Large weapon costs twice the listed price. It also weighs double the listed value. 
A Small weapon costs the same as a medium weapon, but weighs half as much. 
  
Armour for small characters weighs half as much, for large characters weighs twice as much. 
Armour (Humanoids): Same cost for Small creatures, double for Large. 
Armour (Non-humanoid): Double cost for Small & Medium, x4 for Large. 
 
  

Tech Levels: 
I   Simple II - III  Archaic IV  Pre-War V - VI  Advanced 
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Basic Equipment Cost Weight Notes: 

    

Acid 5 1 Flask/vial. Causes 1d6 damage, 5' splash for 1 damage. 

Antidote Kit 100 3 10 uses, +3 to heal checks vs Poison. 

Backpack 5 2 Holds 2 cubic feet of material. 

Bandolier 1 0 Leather belt, loops for 8 small items. 

Bedroll 2 4 Woollen sheets sewn on two sides. 

Bell 1 0 Simple handbell. 

Belt Pouch 1 0.5 Small pouch. 

Bit & Bridle 2 1  

Blanket 1 3 Woollen blanket. 

Bottle 2 1 Glass bottle (holds 1 pint). 

Candles (6) 1 0 Dim illumination 5' radius. 1 hour. 

Canteen 2 1 Tough drink container. 

Chain (10') 15 4 Metal chain links. Hardness 10, 5 hp.  

Clock 25 1 Mechanical, with alarm bell. 

Compass 6 0 Points north.+2 Survival checks. 

Crowbar 2 5 Grants +2 to Strength checks. 

Defoliant 20 1 Kills 100 sq feet of light foliage. Or as acid vs Green Folk, 5' radius.  

Flask 1 1 Ceramic, glass or metal. Holds 1 pint. 

Flint & Steel 1 0  

Grappling Hook 1 4  

Healing Kit 50 1 10 uses, +2 to Heal checks 

Ink & Pen 2 0 1 ounce of ink, wooden pen with metal tip. 

Lantern 4 1 Lasts 6 hours with 1-pint oil. 30' radius light. 

Magnet 1 0.5 Large magnet can lift up to 3 lbs. 

Matchbox 8 0 Holds 20 matches. (30% chance doesn’t work.) 

Mirror 4 0 6" polished steel mirror. 

Musical Instrument 10 3 Small item, eg Drum, lyre, harp or flute. 

Oil 3 1 Flask. One pint of oil. 

Parchment (5 sheets) 2 0 9 x 6" durable sheets. 

Pitons (5) 2 2 Iron spikes with a loop or ring on the end. 

Rations (1 Week) 5 5 Simple dried fruit and meats. 

Rope (50') 2 5 5 hp. 

Sack 1 1 Heavy canvas sack holds 3 cubic feet material. 

Saddle 15 30  

Scissors 3 0  

Shovel 5 6  

Spikes, Iron (5) 1 2 One foot long iron spikes. 

Spyglass 20 1 Grant +2 Perception, double sight range. 

Tent, Large 30 30 Holds 4 medium sized creatures. 

Tent, Medium 15 20 Holds 2 medium sized creatures. 

Tent, Small 10 15 Holds 1 medium sized creature. 

Tool 1-5 1 Hammer, drill, chisel, saw, etc. 

Torch 0 1 Burns 1 hour, 20' radius light. 

Waterskin 1 1 Treated leather holds up to 1/2 gallon liquid. 

Whistle 1 0  

Wire (6') 5 0.5 6' length copper wire. Strong & flexible. 
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Artefact Equipment Cost Weight Cmplx Notes:  

      

Binoculars 75 1 6 Grant +4 Perception, quadruple sight range. Pre-War 

Communicator 250 1 14 Cell. 6 hours. Voice activated, 300 miles. Advanced 

Data Pad 500 1 15 Cell. 1 week. +4 bonus to one Knowledge skill. Pre-War 

Drop Belt 2000 2 7 Cell. 10' fall activates anti-grav. (400' max) Advanced 

Energy Cloak 350 2 8 Cell. 30 hours. Immune IR/UV lasers. Advanced 

Envirolyzer 500 4 20 Cell. 12 uses. Scan air/water/energy wavelengths. Advanced 

Fire Extinguisher 200 12 7 10 uses. 1 use covers 5' square.  Pre-War 

Flashlight 50 1 5 Cell. 12 hours. Pre-War 

Forcefield Generator 1500 10 14 Cell. 10 min. DR & ER 10, absorb max 50 damage.  Advanced 

Gas Mask 100 2 10 Negates all gasses. Filter lasts 1 year. Pre-War 

Geiger Counter 200 4 15 Cell. 4 hours. Measure radiation intensity. Pre-War 

Glow Cube 100 1 6 Cell. 8 hours. 60' radius light. Advanced 

Grabber 300 2 12 Extend/retract up to 100' rope, support 500lb. Pre-War 

IR Goggles 500 1 8 Cell. 3 hours. Grant darkvision. Pre-War 

Life-force Detector 300 2 10 Cell. 1 hour. 150' range. Advanced 

Lift Pack 500 10 7 Cell. 8 hours. Fly 30', max weight 200lb. Advanced 

Motion Detector 400 2 15 Cell. 4 hours. 150' range. Advanced 

Parachute 100 20 10 Slows falling. Pre-War 

Portent 500 10 13 Cell. 12 hours. 10' radius hemisphere forcefield. Advanced 

Power Cell, Chemical 200 0 5 Standard power cell. Pre-War 

Power Cell, Hydrogen 1250 0 5 Lasts 10 times longer than Chemical Cell. Advanced 

Rad Badge 125 0 4 Darkens when exposed to radiation. Pre-War 

Radio 100 1 13 Cell. 8 hours. Listen only, 100 miles. Pre-War 

Remote Hand 2000 2 13 Cell. 1 hour. Lift 200lb at up to 40'. Advanced 

Tool Kit (Advanced) 100 4 10 Grants +2 to Disable Device, Repair checks. Pre-War 

Tool Kit (Basic) 50 5 5 Required for Disable Device, Repair. Archaic 

Torch, Laser 250 1 14 Cell. 2 hours. Bonds metals. Pre-War 

Torch, Sonic 150 1 20 Cell. 2 hours. Breaks the joins between metals. Pre-War 

Voltmeter 350 1 12 Measures electrical charge. Pre-War 

      

      

Accelera 50 0 10 1 dose. Heals 1d10 Hp's . Pre-War 

Antiradiation Serum 500 0 10 1 dose. Negates radiation sickness, +10 on saves Pre-War 

Antitoxin 50 0 8 1 dose. Negate any poison, drug or chemical effect. Advanced 

Boost/Stim 100 0 10 Gain +3 Str & Dex, 2d6 temp HP's for 1d4 minutes Pre-War 

Cur-In 50 0 8 1 dose. Grants a +5 on Health saves for 1 hour. Pre-War 

Genetic Boost - 0 15 1 dose. Gain 1 Mutation Point. Advanced 

Medikit 200 2 15 10 uses. Each heals 1d6+3 HP's. Pre-War 

Mind Boost 100 0 12 1 dose. Increase MS by 3 for 1 hour. Advanced 

Pain Reduce 100 0 10 1 dose. Feel no pain for an hour. DR 1/- Pre-War 

Regen 100 0 12 1 dose. Fast Heal (Con bonus +1) for 1d4+1 min. Advanced 

Spray Bandage 120 1 12 5 uses. Heals 1d6 hp damage. Pre-War 

Sustain 50 0 10 1 use. Gives nourishment for a full day. Pre-War 
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Table: Random Pre-War Artefacts. 
 
This table is used to provide PSH and Examiners with a starting item of equipment. Any weapons obtained do not have ammunition. 
Any item that uses a cell to power it has no cell within it. If the Chemical Cell is obtained it has only a half charge. 
 

Item Name d%  Item Name d% 

     

Accelera Dose 01-02  Grenade, High Explosive 53-54 

Antidote Kit 03-04  Grenade, Smoke 55-56 

Bicycle 05-06  Hazmat Suit 57-58 

Binoculars 07-08  Healing Kit 59-61 

Bolt-action Rifle 09  Medikit 62-64 

Boost/Stim Dose 10-11  Pain Reduce Dose 65-66 

BP Vest, Reinforced 12-13  Parachute 67-68 

Bulletproof Vest 14-15  Power Cell (Chemical) 69-70 

Clock 16-18  Rad Badge 71-72 

Combat Armour 19-20  Radiation Suit 73-74 

Cur-In Dose 21-22  Radio 75-76 

Defoliant 23-24  Revolver 77 

Duralloy Shield 25-26  Riot Shield 78-79 

Fire Extinguisher 27-28  Sheath Armour 80-81 

Fireman's Suit 29-30  Shotgun 82 

Flashlight 31-33  Spray Bandage 83-84 

Gas Mask 34-36  Spyglass 85-87 

Geiger Counter 37-39  Sustain Dose 88-89 

Grabber 40-41  Tool Kit (Advanced) 90-91 

Grenade, Chemex 42-43  Tool Kit (Basic) 92-94 

Grenade, Flare 44-46  Torch, Laser 95-96 

Grenade, Fragmentation 47-48  Torch, Sonic 97-98 

Grenade, Gas (Poison) 49-50  Voltmeter 99-00 

Grenade, Gas (Tear) 51-52    
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SHIELDS Type Bonus Max Dex ACP Speed 30' Speed 20' Weight Cost Complex  

Wooden Shield, light Simple +1 - -1 - - 5 4 0  

Steel Shield, light Archaic +1 - -1 - - 6 9 0  

Wooden Shield, heavy Simple +2 - -2 - - 10 7 0  

Steel Shield, heavy Archaic +2 - -2 - - 15 20 0  

Riot Shield Pre-War +3 - -3 - - 10 35 0 Large, clear plastic 

Duralloy Shield Pre-War +3 - -3 - - 10 75 0 Energy Resist 5 

           

LIGHT ARMOUR           

Furs Archaic +1 8 0 30 20 10 5 0  

Radiation Suit Pre-War +1 6 -1 30 20 10 100 8 +10 saves vs radiation 

Leather Archaic +2 6 0 30 20 15 20 0  

Hazmat suit Pre-War +2 5 -1 30 20 20 100 7 +10 saves vs chemical, acid, gas 

Fireman's Suit Pre-War +2 4 -2 30 20 20 120 5 Resist heat 5, Resist fire 10 

Studded Leather Archaic +3 5 -1 30 20 20 25 0  

Bulletproof Vest Pre-War +3 5 -2 30 20 5 50 3  

Plastic Armour Advanced +4 5 -1 30 20 20 100 8  

Chain Shirt Archaic +4 4 -2 30 20 25 100 1  

Gel Suit Advanced +4 4 -2 30 20 10 120 7 DR 5 vs firearms & bludgeoning weapons 

           

MEDIUM ARMOUR           

Exoskeleton Advanced +3 3 -3 25 20 30 160 10 +4 Str bonus, negate ACP for climb & jump 

Hide Archaic +4 4 -3 25 20 25 25 0  

Sheath Armour Pre-War +4 3 -3 25 20 25 50 4  

Scale Mail Archaic +5 3 -4 25 20 30 50 0  

BP Vest, Reinforced Pre-War +5 3 -4 25 20 10 80 5  

Breastplate Archaic +6 3 -4 25 20 30 75 0  

Chain mail Archaic +6 2 -5 25 20 40 60 1  

Combat Armour Pre-War +6 2 -5 25 20 20 150 6  

           

HEAVY ARMOUR           

Banded Mail Archaic +7 1 -6 20 15 35 120 1  

Plate mail Archaic +8 1 -6 20 15 50 150 1  

Combat Armour, Reinforced Pre-War +8 2 -5 20 15 30 200 5  

Hard Suit Advanced +9 2 -5 20 15 45 300 7 DR 5 vs slashing & piercing weapons 

Hard Suit, Insulated Advanced +9 2 -5 20 15 50 350 9 Also has Energy Resist 5 

Power Suit Advanced +10 0 -6 30 20 75 (10) - 12 DR 10, ER 10, +4 Str, negate ACP climb/jump 

           

Archaic: -1 armour penalty vs firearms  Advanced: Gains +1 armour bonus vs archaic weapons & firearms 
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SIMPLE WEAPONS  Damage (M) Damage (L) Type Critical Range Weight Cost Special 

Club 1-Hand 1d6 1d8 B x2 10' 3 -  

Crossbow, Heavy Ranged 1d10 2d8 P 19, x2 120' 8 50  

Crossbow, Light Ranged 1d8 2d6 P 19, x2 80' 4 35  

Crossbow, Bolts (10) Ranged - - - - - 1 1  

Dagger Light 1d4 1d6 P 19, x2 10' 1 2  

Dart Ranged 1d4 1d6 P x2 20' 0.5 0.5  

Javelin Ranged 1d6 1d8 P x2 30' 2 1  

Longspear 2-Hand 1d8 2d6 P x3 - 9 5 Brace, reach 

Mace 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 B x2 - 8 8  

Morningstar 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 B, P x2 - 6 7  

Quarterstaff 2-Hand 1d6 1d8 B x2 - 4 - Double 

Sling Ranged 1d4 1d6 B x2 50' - -  

Sling Bullets (10) Ranged - - - - - 5 1  

Spear 2-Hand 1d8 2d6 P x3 20' 6 3 Brace 

          

ARCHAIC WEAPONS  Damage (M) Damage (L) Type Critical Range Weight Cost Special 

Arrows (20) Ranged - - - - - 3 1  

Axe, throwing Light 1d6 1d8 S x2 10' 2 6  

Battleaxe 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 S x3 - 6 10  

Flail 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 B x2 - 5 7  

Greataxe 2-Hand 1d12 3d6 S x2 - 12 12  

Greatclub 2-Hand 1d10 2d8 B x2 - 8 3  

Greatsword 2-Hand 2d6 3d6 S 19, x2 - 8 30  

Halberd 2-Hand 1d10 2d8 P or S x3 - 12 10 Brace, trip 

Hammer Light 1d4 1d6 B x2 20' 2 1  

Handaxe Light 1d6 1d8 S x2 - 3 5  

Lance 2-Hand 1d8 2d6 P x3 - 10 10 Reach 

Longbow Ranged 1d8 2d6 P x3 100' 3 50  

Longbow, Compound Ranged 1d8 2d6 P x3 110' 3 70 Add Str bonus, max +5. 

Longsword 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 S 19, x2 - 4 12  

Rapier 1-Hand 1d6 1d8 P 18, x2 - 2 12  

Shortbow Ranged 1d6 1d8 P x3 60' 2 20  

Shortsword Light 1d6 1d8 P 19, x2 - 2 8  

Warhammer 1-Hand 1d8 2d6 B x3 - 5 8  
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PRE-WAR WEAPONS  Damage Type Critical Range Mag Weight Cost CMP Special 

Assault Rifle Ranged 2d8 Pierce 20 60 30 9 1500 13 Single shot, Burst or AF 

Automatic Ranged 2d6 Pierce 20 50 9 4 1000 10  

Bolt-action Rifle Ranged 2d8 Pierce 20 60 4 8 600 7  

Flame Thrower Ranged 3d6 Fire - 30 5 20 900 15 30' Line 

Gatling Gun Ranged 2d10 Pierce 19 100 50 150 3000 16 Autofire only 

Grenade Launcher Ranged Varies Varies 20 80 1 9 - 10  

Grenade, Chemex Ranged 2d6 Fire 20 10 - 1 200 6 10' burst 

Grenade, Flare Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 60 6 Provides illumination 20' radius 1d4+1R 

Grenade, Fragmentation Ranged 3d6 Piercing 20 10 - 1 350 6 20' burst 

Grenade, Gas (Poison) Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 200 6 10' burst, 1d4 Str, 4 rounds. DC20 Health, 1 save  

Grenade, Gas (Tear) Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 200 6 10' burst, DC 25 Health or nauseated 

Grenade, High Explosive Ranged 4d8 Fire 20 10 - 1 600 6 20' burst, DC 10 Health save or staggered 1 round 

Grenade, Smoke Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 100 6 10' burst grants total concealment 

Machine Gun Ranged 3d8 Pierce 20 80 60 12 8000 15 Burst or AF only. Mount/tripod 

Machine Pistol Ranged 2d4 Pierce 20 30 30 6 1500 13 Burst or AF only 

Revolver Ranged 2d6 Pierce 20 50 6 4 700 9  

Shotgun Ranged 2d8 Pierce 20 20 4 8 600 8 Pump action 

Sniper Rifle Ranged 2d10 Pierce 20 90 10 12 2000 12 Has scope 

Taser Ranged 1d4 Elect - 10 1/7 3 800 17 RtA, DC20 Health save or stunned 1d4 rounds 

           
ADVANCED WEAPONS  Damage Type Critical Range Mag Weight Cost CMP Special 

Black Ray Pistol Ranged 4d6 - 20 60 10 5 2700 14 RtA. DC20 Health save or stunned 1d6 rounds 

Black Ray Rifle Ranged 5d6 - 20 80 10 12 3300 15 RtA. DC25 Health save or stunned 1d6 rounds 

Blaster, Mark V Ranged 4d8 Elect 19 40 6 8 2000 15  

Blaster, Mark VII Ranged 5d8 Elect 19 60 8 10 3200 14  

Blaster, Mark XII Ranged 8d6 Elect 19 80 8 10 3800 14  

Burn Blaster Ranged 2d4 Fire - 15 12 5 1000 11 Fires chemical filled projectiles/shells 

Conversion Beamer Ranged 5d10 Radiation 20 120 6 15 3000 17  

Drone Weaver Light Special - - - 1 1 2000 20 Causes subsonic fear DC20 MD 

Energy Mace 1-Hand 1d8 Bludgeon 20 - - 2 1200 10 20 min. +1d6 electrical. Touch attack vs metal. 

Fission Cannon Ranged 3d8 Radiation 20 300 - 150 - 25 Mounted use only. 

Flying Blade Ranged 1d8 Slash 20 20 1 4 500 9 Homes on closest target in line, +6 BA for 5 rounds 

Fusion Rifle Ranged 5d6 Radiation - 50 10 15 6000 17 Rifle & backpack 

Gravity Gun Ranged 1d6+1 Special 20 60 3 35 1000 18 5' burst takes crushing damage, prone 1d4+1R 

Grenade, ECM/Pulse Ranged - Special 20 10 - 1 200 6 20' burst, only effects electronics 

Grenade, Fission Ranged 2d4 Radiation 20 10 - 1 150 6 20' burst 

Grenade, Gravity Ranged 1d6 Bludgeon 20 10 - 1 120 6 15' burst, DC20 save or staggered 1d6+2 rounds 

Grenade, Photon Ranged 3d8 Electrical 20 10 - 1 500 6 20' burst, effects electronics 
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ADVANCED WEAPONS  Damage Type Critical Range Mag Weight Cost CMP Special 

Grenade, Stun Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 200 6 10' burst, DC25 stun 

Grenade, Tangler Ranged - - 20 10 - 1 200 6 10' burst, DC20 or entangled 1d6+2 rounds 

Grenade, Torc Ranged 6d6 Concuss 20 10 - 1 700 6 15' burst 

Lamprey Disk Light Special - - - 1 2 2000 12 Drains energy 

Laser Pistol, IR Ranged 3d6 Fire 19 60 8 4 1500 11 Infrared beam 

Laser Pistol, UV Ranged 3d8 Fire 19 80 6 4 1500 10 Ultraviolet beam 

Laser Rifle, IR Ranged 4d6 Fire 19 120 8 9 2000 11 Infrared beam 

Laser Rifle, UV Ranged 4d8 Fire 19 150 6 7 2000 10 Ultraviolet beam 

Laser Rifle, VL Ranged 4d6 Fire 19 75 4 10 1000 12 Visible light, will ignore force fields 

Maser Pistol Ranged 3d10 Fire 19 80 8 2 2500 10 Microwave laser 

Maser Rifle Ranged 4d10 Fire 19 200 8 6 3200 10  

Micromissile Launcher Ranged Varies Varies 20 150 3 12 - V  

Microwave Gun Ranged 2d12 Fire 20 40 10 25 2400 16 RtA. Tripod mounted 

MP Rifle Ranged Special Special - 40 10 5 1200 14 Magnetic Pulse, DC15 Health (20 if machine) Paralysed 

Needler Ranged 1 Pierce 20 20 20 2 1000 12 Poison 

Neural Bite 1-Hand 1d3 Slash 20 - - 1 1200 10 20 min. Whip, reach, DC15 Health save or stun 1d6+1R 

Paralysis Rod Light 1d4 Bludgeon 19 - - 2 1100 10 20 min. Touch attack, Paralysis DC15 1d10 rounds 

Plasma Gun Ranged 5d8 Fire 20 90 8 12 - 19 Cannon 

Pulse Baton 1-Hand 1d6 Bludgeon 20 - 20 4 2000 10 DC 15 Health or blind & deaf 1d4+1R. Mach no save. 

Screamer Ranged 4d8 Sonic 20 20 7 20 2300 13 Shoulder mount 

Smart Dart Ranged Varies Varies 20 30 1 2 - 8 Thrown to launch 

Stun Ray Pistol Ranged - Sonic - 60 6 6 1200 14 DC18 Paralyse 10R-CON mod. 

Stun Ray Rifle Ranged - Sonic - 90 9 11 1800 14 DC20 Paralyse 10R-CON mod. 

Tangler Ranged 2d6 Elect - 60 5 9 1000 15 10' radius, DC entangle 

Vibro Axe 1-Hand 4d4 Slash 20 - - 4 4000 11 20 min. Force-field blade, ignore up to 3 DR. 

Vibro Blade 1-Hand 3d4 Slash 19 - - 3 3000 11 20 min. Force-field blade, ignore up to 3 DR. 

Vibro Dagger Light 2d4 Slash 19 10 - 2 2000 11 30 min. Force-field blade, ignore up to 2 DR. 
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EXPEDITIONARY   (Prestige Class) 
 
To venture alone into the untamed wilderness of the Gamma World is to commit a long and complex form of 
suicide, or so many would say. For a group of individuals whose skills deal with things beyond survival to be able to 
survive a long expedition, they need to be led by someone with an exceptional mix of abilities. The Expeditionary is 
such a person, a master of keeping himself, and others, alive under the most trying circumstances. 
 
Requirements: Base attack bonus +3, Handle Animal 1 rank, Navigation 3 ranks, Survival 3 ranks. Guide feat. 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Bluff, Diplomacy, Handle Animal, Heal, Intimidate, Jump, Navigate, Perception, Ride, 
Stealth, Survival, Swim. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Pack Master – The Expeditionary knows how to optimize the packing and loading of supplies for a protracted 
expedition. Both the carrying capacity and burden of all supplies other than personal gear (armor, personal 
weapons) is reduced by 10% for all members of the expedition. This reduction increases to 15% at 5th level and 
20% at 10th level. 
Enhance Survival – A number of individuals equal to the Expeditionary’s Charisma bonus (minimum of one 
person) are considered to have a +1 competence bonus on Survival checks for a number of hours equal to the 
Expeditionary’s class level. This bonus can be granted once per day. This represents the Expeditionary giving 
detailed and precise instructions to those who are affected by this ability; thus this ability cannot be used if the 
Expeditionary cannot communicate with those under his command. The Expeditionary cannot use this ability on 
anyone with more ranks in Survival than he possesses. This bonus increases to +2 at 4th level and +3 at 8th level. 
Pathfinder – The Expeditionary may add one-half of his class level as a bonus on all Navigate checks. 
Commanding Presence – The Expeditionary knows that unless his commands are obeyed and his guidance 
heeded, more lives than his own will be lost. He is capable of projecting this certainty to others. When dealing with 
rebellious or mutinous members of the team he commands, he may add his class level to all Diplomacy and 
Intimidate checks. Any individual who quits the team is not subject to this ability, but also loses any other benefits 
the Expeditionary may provide. 
Warning Sign – The Expeditionary can often sense disaster before it happens, and warn his party. All those under 
the Expeditionary’s command who are within (Charisma modifier x 10) feet gain a +2 competence bonus on Reflex 
saves made against any natural disaster which calls for one, such as avalanches, ice cracking, crumbling 
precipices and so on. 
Inspiring Leadership – The Expeditionary can often inspire those under his command to keep going no matter 
what, and to resist any distraction. All those under the Expeditionary’s command who are within (Cha modifier x 10) 
ft gain a +2 competence bonus to Mental Defence saves against mind-affecting or fear effects, provided the 
Expeditionary himself saved against the effect. This can allow a group to resist the allure of Bar Leps, for example. 
Eternal Perseverance – The Expeditionary is capable of demonstrating such personal strength in the face of 
physical torment that those who follow him are inspired to carry on, regardless of the pain. All those under the 
Expeditionary’s command who are within (Charisma modifier x 10) feet gain a +2 competence bonus on Health 
saves against any environmental effects or natural hazards, such as cold, heat, starvation or thirst 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +0 +2 +0 +0 +1 Pack Master +10%, Enhance Survival 1 

2 +1 +3 +0 +0 +1 Pathfinder 

3 +2 +3 +1 +1 +2 Warning Sign 

4 +3 +4 +1 +1 +2 Enhance Survival 2 

5 +3 +4 +1 +1 +3 Pack Master +15% 

6 +4 +5 +2 +2 +3 Inspiring Leadership 

7 +5 +5 +2 +2 +4 Commanding Presence 

8 +6 +6 +2 +2 +4 Enhance Survival 3 

9 +6 +6 +3 +3 +5 Eternal Perseverance 

10 +7 +7 +3 +3 +5 Pack Master +20% 
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HUNTER   (Prestige Class) 
 
Hunters thrive in circumstances that would jeopardize and discourage others. They first learn how to maximize their own 
chances of survival, then how to help those they choose to associate with. They also develop their skills in tracking 
creatures, hunting them for food, sport, or to remove dangerous predators. They may hunt merely to observe. 
 
Requirements: Constitution 13+, Survival 1 rank, Survivalist Feat 
 
Hit Dice: d10 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Climb, Concentration, Handle Animal, Heal, Intimidate, Jump, Perception, Repair, Ride, 
Stealth, Survival, Swim. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Bonus Feats - the Hunter can choose a bonus feat from the following list: Acrobatic, Alertness, Animal Affinity, 
Athletic, Combat Reflexes, Great Health, Guide, Mutation Resistance, Run, Self Sufficient, Toughness. The 
character must meet any prerequisites. 
Favoured Environment – The Hunter may choose one environment as a personal favourite. [Cold, Desert, Forest, 
Jungle, Mountain, Plains, Swamp, Underground, Urban, Water.] The survivor receives a bonus equal to half her 
class level, rounded up, on Perception and Survival skill checks in that environment. She never takes more than 
minimal damage from environmental effects there. A second environment is chosen at 4

th
 level, and a third at 7

th
 

level. 
Favoured Prey – The Hunter may choose a particular species (an Animal or Plant subtype) as particular targets of 
her ire and expertise. She receives a bonus equal to half her class level (rounded up), on Bluff, Perception, Sense 
Motive and Survival checks against creatures of that type and on damage rolls against them. A second prey can be 
chosen at 8

th
 level. 

Hunt Leader – The Hunter may share some of her expertise with her companions for 24 hours. She can attempt to 
instruct one companion per class level. If she wins an opposed Mental Defence roll, the other individual gains half 
of the bonus (rounded up, minimum +1) that the Survivor gains for favoured environments and prey as long as they 
continue to work together. 
Surviving Community – The Hunter can take temporary charge of a community to prepare it against some threat. 
She must spend 24 hours in instruction and planning. For the next seven days, the whole community, up to a limit 
of 50 people x (Class level + Charisma modifier) gains the same benefits as in ‘Hunt Leader’. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +1 +1 +0 +1 +1 Favoured Environment 1 

2 +1 +2 +1 +1 +1 Favoured Prey 1 

3 +2 +3 +1 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

4 +3 +3 +2 +2 +2 Favoured Environment 2 

5 +4 +4 +2 +3 +3 Hunt Leader  

6 +5 +4 +3 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

7 +6 +5 +3 +4 +4 Favoured Environment 3 

8 +7 +5 +4 +4 +4 Favoured Prey 2 

9 +8 +6 +4 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 

10 +9 +6 +5 +5 +5 Surviving Community 
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PROPHET   (Prestige Class) 
 
Prophets have unique insights into the workings of the world around them. They see with fewer preconceptions than 
other people and draw richer conclusions from the available evidence. They seldom literally “see the future”, they simply 
understand more deeply than the people around them. 
 
Requirements: 3 in ranks in two of the following skills: Gather Information, Identify Power, or Sense Motive. 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 5+Int per level 
Class Skills: Bluff, Concentration, Decipher Script, Diplomacy, Gather Information, Identify Power, Knowledge 
(Business, Gossip, History, Science, Politics, Streetwise), Sense Motive, Survival. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Bonus Feats – the Prophet can choose a bonus feat from the following list: Alertness, Confident, Focused, Greater 
Mental Focus, Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Mental Focus. The character must meet any prerequisites. 
Clearsight – The Prophet may choose one Class skill and receives a bonus equal to half his class level, rounded 
up, on all checks involving it. 
Probing – The Prophet develops a talent for drawing more information out of study and interaction. Once a day, 
per class level, the Prophet may “Take 20” as a full-round action with a Concentration, Diplomacy, Gather 
Information, Identify Power, or Sense Motive skill check. 
Anticipation – The Prophet may apply half his class level (rounded up) as a modifier to his initiative rolls. The 
player decides whether and how much to adjust his initiative for a particular combat after initiative checks are 
made. 
Judgement – The Prophet may make a single Sense Motive check (DC 15) against a single sentient target. If it 
succeeds, he gets a circumstance bonus equal to half his class level (rounded up) as a modifier on a follow-up 
Intimidate or Diplomacy check, drawing on his insight into the target’s motives and nature. 
Warning – The Prophet develops an awareness of changes in his community and the ability to take countering 
action before the instigating change is applied. 
Inspiration – If the Prophet spends 10 minutes exhorting his fellow adherents to a particular allegiance, then makes 
a successful Diplomacy check (DC 20), any bonuses provided by the allegiance are doubled for the next 24 hours. 
Foresight – The Prophet can spend a full day studying his community, or a single sentient target. He then makes a 
Concentration check against DC 20. For every increment of 5 by which the check succeeds, the target gains a 1d6 
bonus that can be added to a d20 roll in the next year against forces that would interfere with her ability to uphold 
her allegiances. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +0 +1 +1 +0 +0 Clearsight 

2 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 Probing 

3 +1 +2 +2 +1 +1 Bonus Feat 

4 +2 +2 +2 +1 +1 Anticipation 

5 +2 +3 +3 +2 +2 Judgement 

6 +3 +3 +3 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

7 +3 +4 +4 +2 +2 Warning 

8 +4 +4 +4 +3 +3 Inspiration 

9 +4 +5 +5 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

10 +5 +5 +5 +3 +4 Foresight 
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ROBOT’S BANE   (Prestige Class) 
 
The Robot’s Bane is a warrior who specializes in fighting and taking down live metal. Some devote themselves to this 
cause for personal reasons, to avenge themselves on the killer machines that took their families or communities. Others 
see the potential for conflict with constructs and train to protect themselves and their people from the threat. 
 
Requirements: Base attack bonus +3, Knowledge (Technology) 3 ranks, Repair 1 rank. 
 
 
Hit Dice: d10 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Craft (Chemical, Electronic, Mechanical), Disable Device, Knowledge (Tactics, Technology), 
Perception, Repair, Stealth, Survival. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Bonus Feats - the Robot’s Bane can choose a bonus feat from the following list: Armour Proficiency (Medium), 
Armour Proficiency (Heavy), Critical Focus, Dodge, Heroic Surge, Improved Trip, Mobility, Penetrating Strike, 
Power Attack, Run, Tech Familiarity (Pre-War), Weapon Focus. The character must meet any prerequisites. 
Machine Hunter – The Robot’s Bane gains a +1 competence bonus on all skill checks made when interacting with 
or hunting live metal. He also gains a +1 competence bonus to attack and damage rolls, and to Defence when 
fighting live metal. This bonus increases to +2 at 5

th
 level and +3 at 9

th
 level 

Resist Technology – The Robot’s Bane gains a +2 bonus on all saving throws made against effects caused by 
technological devices, whether a robot’s stun ray or a grenade burst. This bonus increases to +4 at 5

th
 level and +6 

at 8
th
 level. 

Find the Flaw – The Robot’s Bane is able to target weak spots in a robot’s structure. When attacking a construct of 
any kind, she is able to make critical threats and hits. (Most live metal are immune to critical hits.) At 8

th
 level, the 

Robot’s Bane becomes even more capable of locating weak points. All attacks against live metal have their threat 
range increased by 1. 
Signature Weapon – The Robot’s Bane selects a specific melee or ranged weapon that they possess (and are 
fully proficient with) to become his signature weapon. The weapon cannot be a ‘light” weapon. The Robot’s Bane 
gains a +1 competence bonus on attack rolls and +2 on damage rolls with this weapon. The benefits stack with 
feats such as Weapon Focus. If the weapon is lost or destroyed, the Robot’s Bane can only select another when 
they gain another character level. 
Explosive Force – The Robot’s Bane becomes more proficient with grenades and missiles. The radius of the 
explosion is increase by 5 feet. 
Weapon Mastery – The Robot’s Bane becomes more proficient with their signature weapon. The attack bonus is 
increased to +2, and the weapon’s critical multiplier increases by 1. 
Shutdown Strike – The Robot’s Bane has a chance of locating a “shutdown switch” on live metal, either through 
luck or careful study, which can deactivate the construct. Each round of combat with live metal, the Robot’s Bane 
can make a DC 20 Perception check. If this is successful, he can make a melee touch attack against the construct 
that does no damage, but forces it to make a Mental Defence save against a DC of 10 + ½ character level + 
Intelligence modifier, or be deactivated. Even if successful, the live metal is considered shaken. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +1 +1 +0 +1 +1 Machine Hunter 

2 +2 +2 +0 +2 +1 Resist Technology 

3 +3 +2 +1 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

4 +4 +2 +1 +2 +2 Find the Flaw 

5 +5 +3 +1 +3 +3 Signature Weapon 

6 +6/+1 +3 +2 +3 +3 Bonus Feat 

7 +7/+2 +4 +2 +4 +4 Explosive Force 

8 +8/+3 +4 +2 +4 +4 Weapon Mastery 

9 +9/+4 +4 +3 +4 +5 Bonus Feat 

10 +10/+5 +5 +3 +5 +5 Shutdown Strike 
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SUVIVALIST   (Prestige Class) 
 
The Survivalist is, in many ways, the precise opposite of the Expeditionary. While the Expeditionary helps a group 
survive the wilderness, the Survivalist helps only herself. She can go anywhere and do anything, and companions 
are at best a nuisance. This makes her an ideal forward scout. None of her abilities are actually hindered by having 
others around, though, so she can function well in a group situation. She’s just equally good on her own. 
 
Requirements: Base attack bonus +3, Climb 1 rank, Navigate 3 ranks, Survival 3 ranks, Swim 1 rank. Guide feat. 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 4+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Climb, Handle Animal, Jump, Navigate, Perception, Ride, Stealth, Survival, Swim. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Expert Survivor – The Survivalist adds her class level as a bonus all Survival checks. 
Rapid Traveler – The Survivalist can ignore the effects of one terrain type on travel speed, and moves through it at 
full speed. She may select a second terrain at 5

th
 level and a third at 10

th
 level. [Cold, Desert, Forest, Jungle, 

Mountain, Plains, Swamp, Urban, Water.] 
Rapid Acclimatization – The Survivalist is skilled at picking up the techniques of survival, and in forcing her body 
to adapt. She acclimates in half the time normally required. If the acclimation rules are not being used, the 
Survivalist adds +2 on all Health saves to resist environmental effects. 
Self-Denial – The Survivalist adds half her class level, rounded down, as a bonus on all Health saves to resist the 
effects of hunger or starvation. 
Ruin Master – The Survivalist spends a lot of time in ruins, and has learned the tricks needed to survive in them. 
She may make Survival checks while in ruined cities, underground bases and the like: DC 10 to find water; 15 to 
find food (old preserved goods, small animals or edible plants); and DC 5 to find shelter. 
Stalker – The Survivalist must often hunt to stay alive. This ability allows her to add half her class level, rounded 
down, as a bonus on all Stealth checks performed against creatures with the animal type. 
Urban Survivalist – It is sometimes the case that even those who love the deep wilds must venture into more 
civilized realms. But, indeed, the city is just another kind of jungle, from a certain point of view. This ability allows 
the Survivalist to find food, water and shelter in a community without being able to pay or trade for them, and 
without resorting to violent crime. It includes locating runoffs of fresh water, places where edible food can be quickly 
scavenged, and where to sleep well hidden from the law and from predators (human and otherwise). The Survival 
DC for all checks is 15. 
Extreme Adaptation – The Survivalist gains a +4 bonus on all Health saves to resist the effects of heat and cold. 
Adaptive Digestion – The Survivalist has managed to survive on such a wide variety of foods that she has 
become extremely resistant to food-borne toxins. She is now immune to all ingested poisons. 
Indefatigable – The Survivalist may travel at forced march speeds indefinitely, without becoming fatigued. 
Ultimate Endurance – The Survivalist no longer needs to make any Health saves against environmental effects in 
any environment she is acclimated to, provided she is properly dressed (wearing clothes that would normally give 
her a +4 equipment bonus on the saves). 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +0 +2 +0 +1 +1 Expert Survivor, Rapid Traveller #1 

2 +1 +3 +0 +2 +1 Self-Denial 

3 +2 +3 +1 +2 +2 Ruin Master 

4 +3 +4 +1 +2 +2 Rapid Acclimation 

5 +3 +4 +1 +3 +3 Stalker, Rapid Traveller #2 

6 +4 +5 +2 +3 +3 Urban Survivalist 

7 +5 +5 +2 +4 +4 Extreme Adaptation 

8 +6 +6 +2 +4 +4 Adaptive Digestion 

9 +6 +6 +3 +4 +5 Indefatigable 

10 +7 +7 +3 +5 +5 Rapid Traveller #3, Ultimate Endurance 
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TRAPPER   (Prestige Class) 
 
The Trapper is a survivor and hunter of the Gamma Age, a tough as nails outsider who tracks animals and mutants. He 
may do this for the sake of her community, protecting it by finding and fighting the beasts that threaten its safety. He 
might do it for his own sake, hunting beasts for food, hides to sell, or young to breed. A Trapper might live in harmony 
with nature, or may force his desires on the wilderness. 
 
Requirements: Base attack bonus +2, Craft (Mechanical) 1 rank, Survival 2 rank. 
 
 
Hit Dice: d10 
Skill Points: 5+Int per level 
Class Skills: Climb, Craft (Mechanical), Disable Device, Handle Animal, Intimidate, Jump, Navigate, Perception, 
Ride, Stealth, Survival. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Bonus Feats - the Trapper can choose a bonus feat from the following list: Alertness, Armour Proficiency 
(Medium), Athletic, Brawl, Cautious, Deadly Aim, Endurance, Frightful Presence, Great Health, Guide, Lightning 
Reflexes, Mutation Resistance, Stealthy. The character must meet any prerequisites. 
Favoured Quarry 1 – The Trapper may select a New Animal or Green Folk subtype. He gains a +1 bonus to all 
Handle Animal, Gather Information, Perception, Sense Motive, Stealth, and Survival skill checks to track, hunt or 
observe creatures of that type (mutant & non-mutated). He also gains a +1 bonus on attack and damage rolls 
against them. This bonus increases to +2 at 5

th
 level and to +3 at 9

th
 level. 

Trap Making – The Trapper becomes skilled at creating traps and snares, whether simple deadfalls or complex 
devices. He gains a +2 competence bonus on all Craft checks to build or modify traps. This bonus increases to +4 
at 7

th
 level. 

Dependable – The trapper has honed his skills to a dependable edge. Choose a number of skill’s from the Trapper 
class skill list equal to 3 + his Int modifier. The Trapper may take 10 with these skills no matter what the 
circumstances. 
Favoured Quarry 2 – The Trapper chooses a second category of creature to hunt, gaining a +1 bonus on skill 
checks and attack and damage rolls against them. This bonus increases to +2 at 9

th
 level. 

Go Down Fighting – The Trapper becomes more resistant to the attacks and mutations of his favoured quarry. He 
gains a +4 circumstance bonus on all saving throws made against special abilities and mutations of his favoured 
quarries. He also gains a +2 dodge bonus to AC against attacks made by them. 
Trailfinder – The Trapper is increasingly competent at finding and following tracks. He may move at his normal 
speed when following tracks without penalty, or at up to double speed with only a –10 penalty. He may also retry a 
failed Survival check to follow a trail when outdoors. 
Savagery – The Trapper has developed a harsh fighting style. When making a full attack action, the Trapper may 
make an additional attack at his highest attack bonus, but all other attacks suffer a –2 penalty. The Trapper’s AC 
also suffers a –2 penalty until his next round. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +0 +2 +0 +0 +1 Favoured Quarry 1 

2 +1 +3 +0 +0 +1 Trap Making 

3 +2 +3 +1 +1 +2 Bonus Feat 

4 +3 +4 +1 +1 +2 Dependable 

5 +3 +4 +1 +1 +3 Favoured Quarry 2 

6 +4 +5 +2 +2 +3 Bonus Feat 

7 +5 +5 +2 +2 +4 Go Down Fighting 

8 +6 +6 +2 +2 +4 Trailfinder 

9 +6 +6 +3 +3 +5 Bonus Feat 

10 +7 +7 +3 +3 +5 Savagery 
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 WAR CHIEF   (Prestige Class) 
 
The War Chief specializes in violence. Whether he’s called the chief of security, commander of armed forces, or just the 
“toughest fighter we’ve got”, the War Chief dedicates his life to preparing against the harm that others might inflict on the 
community (or his group) and to dishing out his own harm to those who threaten it. 
 
Requirements: Base attack bonus +3, Intimidate 3 ranks, Knowledge (Tactics) 3 ranks. 
 
Hit Dice: d12 
Skill Points: 3+Int per level 
Class Skills: Acrobatics, Diplomacy, Heal, Intimidate, Jump, Knowledge (History, Tactics), Ride, Sense Motive, 
Survival. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
Bonus Feats - the War Chief can choose a bonus feat from the following list: Blind Fight, Brawl, Cleave, Danger 
Sense, Great Health, Heroic Surge, Improved Initiative. The character must meet any prerequisites. 
Crushing the Enemy – Whenever the War chief inflicts damage (in one strike) that exceeds his opponents 
Constitution score, the opponent must make a Mental Defence save against a DC (15 + WC class level) to avoid 
becoming panicked for the War Chief’s class level in rounds. 
Driving the Enemy – The War Chief may attempt to demoralize opponents. If he succeeds at a DC 15 Intimidation 
check, enemies within 5 feet per class level must make a Mental Defence save (DC 15) or become panicked for a 
number of rounds equal to the War Chief’s class level, or until they move out of the area of effect. He can use this 
ability a number of times per day equal to his Charisma modifier. 
Joy in Lamentation – The War chief develops a knack for discerning the mental state of his opponents and using 
it to his advantage. Within 24 hours of fighting a particular enemy who has suffered significant injury (at least ¼ of 
fighting force lost, or ½ HP’s), he may make an opposed Sense Motive check against an enemy leader. If he wins, 
he may inspire his allies with a Diplomacy check against DC 15. Success on this roll grants allies a bonus equal to 
half his class level (rounded up) on Initiative and damage rolls the next time they fight those foes. Depending on 
circumstance, the War Chief may have to get close enough to defeated foes (and understand their language) to 
use this ability. 
Strength in Pain – The War Chief may draw inspiration from physical suffering for himself and allies. When he 
uses the Heal skill to restore hit points, each hit point healed grants a +1 morale bonus that may be applied to a 
single initiative, attack or damage roll in the next combat. Each patient can store no more than their character level 
in bonuses. 
Force of Nature – In any fight where the War Chief suffers damage from an environmental hazard or energy attack 
and continues to fight in view of allies and enemies, he may make a Health save against DC 15 + [6 – dice of 
damage suffered]. If it succeeds, he and his allies gain a bonus on initiative and attack rolls equal to half the War 
Chief’s class level, rounded down. This ability can only be used once in any combat. 
Returning – Once a week, if reduced to disabled, or dying status, he may make an immediate return to 
consciousness with his class level + Charisma modifier in hit points. 
Perfect Commander – The War Chief can effectively command the military activities of an entire community. If a 
DC 18 Diplomacy check succeeds, he can apply one-half of his ability modifiers (rounded down) as a bonus to the 
communities abilities. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +1 +2 +0 +0 +1 Crushing the Enemy 

2 +2 +3 +1 +1 +2 Driving the Enemy 

3 +3 +3 +1 +2 +2 Bonus Feat 

4 +4 +3 +2 +2 +3 Joy in Lamentation 

5 +5 +4 +2 +3 +3 Strength in Pain 

6 +6/+1 +4 +3 +3 +4 Bonus Feat 

7 +7/+2 +5 +3 +4 +4 Force of Nature 

8 +8/+3 +5 +4 +4 +5 Returning 

9 +9/+4 +6 +4 +5 +5 Bonus Feat 

10 +10/+5 +7 +5 +5 +6 Perfect Commander 
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WARRIOR  (NPC Class) 
 
This NPC class is specifically designed to represent the general people of the Gamma World who are not adventurers. 
They gain feats and ability score increases as normal.  
 
The warrior is a strong, stout combatant without the specialized training of an Enforcer or Strong Hero, nor the survival 
skills of a Tough Hero. The warrior is a straightforward and unsubtle opponent in a fight, but a respectable one. 
As such, Warriors are most common among the Altered Humans, New Animals and Green Folk of the Gamma World.  
They may be soldiers, guards, local thugs, toughs, bullies, and even regular people who have learned to defend their 
homes with some ability. 
 
 
Hit Dice: d8 
Skill Points: 2+Int per level 
Class Skills: Climb, Craft (metalworking, structural), Handle Animal, Intimidate, Jump, Profession, Swim. 
Armour Proficiency: Light, Medium. 
Like Player characters, they begin with Tech Familiarity (Archaic) as a bonus feat. 
 
Class Abilities:  
 
At 2

nd
 level, and every fourth level thereafter, a Warrior can choose a Talent or a Bonus Feat from the following 

lists. They must meet any prerequisites. 
Talents: Extreme Effort, Ignore Hardness, Improved Extreme Effort, Improved Ignore Hardness, Improved Melee 
Smash, Melee Smash, Stamina. 
Bonus Feats: Armour Proficiency (Heavy), Blind-fight, Brawl, Cleave, Deadly Aim, Dodge, Improved Initiative, 
Point Blank Shot, Power Attack, Precise Shot, Quick Draw, Weapon Focus. 
 
 
 

Level BAB Health  Mental Def Reflexes Def Special: 

       

1 +1 +2 +0 +0 +0  

2 +2 +3 +0 +0 +0 Talent 

3 +3 +3 +1 +1 +0  

4 +4 +4 +1 +1 +1  

5 +5 +4 +1 +1 +1  

6 +6/+1 +5 +2 +2 +1 Bonus Feat 

7 +7/+2 +5 +2 +2 +2  

8 +8/+3 +6 +2 +2 +2  

9 +9/+4 +6 +3 +3 +2  

10 +10/+5 +7 +3 +3 +3 Talent 

11 +11/+6/+1 +7 +3 +3 +3  

12 +12/+7/+2 +8 +4 +4 +3  

13 +13/+8/+3 +8 +4 +4 +4  

14 +14/+9/+4 +9 +4 +4 +4 Bonus Feat 

15 +15/+10/+5 +9 +5 +5 +4  

16 +16/+11/+6/+1 +10 +5 +5 +5  

17 +17/+12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +5 +5  

18 +18/+13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +6 +5 Talent 

19 +19/+14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +6 +5  

20 +20/+15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +6 +5  
 
 
 


